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DANGERS OF MEDITATION
b--His associates and friends; the people his environment throws him with, his business associates, his church
affiliations, his acquaintances and casual friends, and the
people he touches for a brief period and then sees no
more. His work with them is twofold again; first to repay an obligation should such a debt have been incurred;
and secondly to test out his powers to influence for good
those around him, to recognize responsibility and to
direct or help. In doing thus, the Guides of the race find
out the actions and reactions of a man, his capacity for
service, and his response to any surrounding need.
c--His associated band of servers, the group under
some Great One that is definitely united for work of an
occult and spiritual nature. It may be either a band of
church workers among the orthodox (beginners are tried
out here); it may be in social work such as in the labor
movements or in the political arena; or it may be in the
more definitely pioneer movements of the world, such as
the Theosophical Society, the Christian Science movement, the New Thought workers and the Spiritualists.
I would add to this, one branch of endeavor that may
surprise you,--I mean the movement of the Soviet in
Russia and all the aggressive radical bodies that sincerely serve under their leaders (even when misguided
and unbalanced) for the betterment of the condition of
the masses.
Thus on the physical plane you have three groups to
which a man belongs. He owes a duty to them and he
must play his part. Now, wherein could danger enter
through meditation? Simply in this: that as long as a
man's karma holds him to some particular group the
thing that he must aim at is to play his part perfectly,
so that he may work out from under karmic obligation
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a. The inherent inability of man at this juncture
to attain the causal level and the consciousness of the causal level.
b. The absence of a Master in personal presence,
able and equipped to teach the true scientific
development which is the aim of true meditation.
The troubled condition of the world at present is
sufficient barrier to any general acceptation of training,
and of the scientific development of the vehicles.
These premises are laid down here as a starting point.
That some individuals here and there achieve the goal,
that some people do master the system of Occult Meditation and make the desired progress is undeniable, but
they are only few in number and those numbers are inappreciable when set against the vast bulk of human beings in incarnation at the same time. They achieve by
right of age-long effort, and because in previous lives they
trod the Path or neared the portal of initiation. But even
the average man of intelligence of today--the product, for
instance, of western civilization--is far from being ready
for occult training. Experiments are being made now,
unknown oft to the subjects themselves, to see how quickly
a man may be pushed through experience and a general
hastening of the evolutionary process into a position
where it will be safe to train him further. People in many
civilized countries are under supervision, and a method
of stimulation and intensification is being applied which
will bring to the knowledge of the Great Ones Themselves
a mass of information that may serve as a guide to Their
future efforts for the race. Especially are people in
America, Australia, India, Russia, Scotland and Greece
being dealt with. A few in Belgium, Sweden, and Austria
are likewise under observation, and should the response
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A Treatise on Cosmic Fire
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A TREATISE ON COSMIC FIRE

Those who take initiation on the line of the Mahachohan, or on the third ray, will take it at the advanced
occult school in Italy. In this way the occident will have
its center where active instruction may be given according to the three lines of approach, and which will give
preparation in the inner mysteries.
5. A preparatory occult school will be found, too, in
Sweden, for those of the northern and German races who
seek the Path, and when it has been extant for some time
Russia may then be in a position to house the headquarters for the more advanced school affiliated to the preparatory one in Sweden. In connection with the Egyptian
advanced school will be a preparatory one in Greece or in
Syria.
You have, therefore, the following schools as planned,
and must bear in mind that the schools wherein the preparatory work and earlier grades are found will be first in
order of time, and are in process of founding now, or will
be founded during the period immediately preceding the
Coming of the Great Lord. The founding of others will
be definitely the outcome of His work, and that of His
Masters, and will depend upon Their decision as to the
success of the earlier endeavor.
Preparatory

Advanced School

1. Greece or Syria leading to........Egypt
2. Middle west, U.S.A..................California
3. Southern France........................Italy
4. Scotland or Wales.....................Ireland
5. Sweden.....................................Russia
6. New Zealand............................Australia

also be part of the stimulative process, and will result in
the rendering radioactive of some of the foremost thinkers of that race. It will be their day of opportunity, and
so great is the importance attached to this that a Member
of the Lodge, Confucius as he has been called in the past,
will incarnate in order to superintend the work. The
preliminary steps are being taken now, and Egos are coming in who will endeavor to direct the energies of this
race on to the right line though the peak of the cycle of
stimulation will not be until the middle of the next century. It is needless for me to point out that all such movements are first felt as disturbing, and only when the dust
of turmoil, and the noise of clashing forces have died
away will purpose be seen emerging. This is very apparent in Russia at the present time.
A great factor and one that it is hard to explain so that
the average thinker can understand it is the cyclic coming
in of egos who are at a point in evolution where they are
ready for their first radioactive life. In one great department of hierarchical endeavor all Egos are divided into
two groups, according to their cycle and according to their
type of energy. These grades are in turn subdivided
according to the quality and the vibratory effect to be
induced upon any one kingdom of nature by their united,
or single, incarnation. This might be illustrated by pointing out that by the gradual coming in of human beings
who are vegetarians by natural inclination and by the
appearance of egos who are interested specifically in the
welfare and nurture of the animals (as is the case so
noticeably now) we have the cyclic appearance of a whole
group of human units who have a definite karmic relation
to the third kingdom. This relation is of a kind differing in specific detail from the meat-eating, and oft inhuman, groups of the past five hundred years.
It might be of profit and of interest if we here enumerated some of the occult terms applied to some of these
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The Second Initiation

frequent rapid shifting of the scene of action causes wide
areas of disturbance which militate against any work
of a magic nature. The amount of force required to
effect certain results does not warrant their use and time
has been allowed to elapse in an effort to produce an
equilibrizing effect.
The climax of the disturbed condition has been passed,
and a more stable state of affairs is gradually being
brought about, and this may permit of definite occult
work being attempted with success. The Master R. is
working upon this problem, and likewise the Master of
the English race,--not the Master who occupies Himself
with the Labor Movement or the betterment of social
conditions. They are aided by a disciple of rare capability in Sweden, and by an initiate in the southern part
of Russia, who works much on the mental levels. Their
aim is so to tap the resources of force stored up by the
Nirmanakayas that its downflow may sweep out lower
grade matter, and thus permit the free play of a higher
vibration.
Another hindrance may be found in the strong development of the concrete mind. I would here impress upon
you that this development must in no way be considered
a detriment. All has been in due course of evolution,
and later when the Orient and the Occident have reached
a point of better understanding and interplay their interaction will be of mutual benefit; the East will profit from
the mental stimulation afforded by the strong mental
vibration of its Western brother, whilst the Occidental
will gain much from the abstract reasoning of the Oriental, and, through the effort to grasp that which the first
subrace of the Aryan root race so easily apprehended, he
will contact his higher mind, and thus build with greater
facility the bridge between the higher and the lower mind.
The two types need each other, and their effect upon each
other tends to eventual synthesis.

the initiate the confidence and the power to go forward. It
is affective in our experience and is the root of all our future
consistency and service; it is also unassailable. Upon this
basis we move with courage from the known towards the unknown. It is finally ineffable, for it emphasizes our divinity,
is founded upon divine quality, and emanates from God. It
is a glimpse into the kingdom of God, and a revelation of the
path to be trodden on our way there. It is an expansion
which enables us to realize that "the Kingdom of God is a
state of the soul, coming from the spirit and reflected in the
body."22
The first step into this kingdom is through the new Birth.
The second step is through the baptism of Purification. It is
a process of growth in the characteristics of the kingdom, and
the gradual attainment of that maturity which marks the citizen of that kingdom. To this, Christ testified through the
baptism when He attained maturity, setting us an example,
and through His triumphant passing of the tests of the three
temptations He demonstrated the needed purity.
The babe in Christ, the little child, the full-grown man,
the perfected man! Through the Bethlehem experience the
babe is born. The little child grows to maturity and manifests in his purity and power at the Baptism. He demonstrates at the Transfiguration as the full-grown man, and, on
the Cross, he stands forth the perfected Son of God. An initiation is that moment in which a man feels and knows through
every part of his being that life is reality and reality is life.
For a brief moment his consciousness becomes all-enfolding;
he not only sees the vision and hears the word of recognition,
but knows that the vision is of himself and that the word is
himself made flesh.
This is the essential factor. An initiation is a blaze of illumination thrown upon the river of existence, and it is in
the nature of a whole experience. There is no indefiniteness
in it, and the initiate is never quite the same again in his
consciousness.
22

The Religion of Love, by the Grand Duke Alexander of Russia.
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and simultaneous" meditation; they are not idly chosen. A
situation which is unanimous is not one which is--from the
spiritual angle--imposed. It is in the nature of a spontaneous
mutual reaction--a reaction which is evoked by the immediate response of a soul, in touch with its personality, to a
spiritual truth or intuition, and from this there is no lower
mind escape. The concept of unanimity which has been presented by Soviet Russia runs completely counter to the truth.
Their idea is that the concept, the idea, the decision and the
interpretation of a group of powerful men establishes the
truth, and to this truth the docile masses render prompt
allegiance. This is a basic misconception and to it no member of the New Group of World Servers will render homage;
they will fight this imprisonment of the human soul to the
last gasp. True unanimity is free decision in response to a
presentation of truth which is as near the achieved reality as
possible. Therefore, it is in the enunciation of truth that security for all men lies. This necessarily involves a deeply
spiritual presentation of essential facts. The principle of
simultaneity is allied to this, for a mutual recognition of an
identical approach to truth renders inevitably activity in
unison.
The whole point, brother of mine, is that in both connections the incentive towards activity lies with the individual and there is no imposing authority. The only authority
recognised is the truth as it emerges in the human consciousness, in any world or historical cycle. Today more truth is
being recognised (and incidentally, repudiated) than at any
other time in human history. Men have attained the point in
evolution where they are able to know the truth if and when
presented, because the concrete human mind is now more
highly responsive to abstract truth, and therefore to the next
evolutionary presentation. It is this which the Totalitarian
Powers, the unconscious (and I mean that, brother of mine)
agents of the Black Lodge are fighting; they will not win; in
the long run they cannot, for the human spirit is eternally
sound and sane.
I would have you consider these suggestions with care
and thus prepare yourselves for an elucidation of the spirit-
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The objective of the Plan is to reproduce upon the
plane of earth the inner kingdom of the soul. This has
the Master of the Masters long foretold. Prepare the
Way."

My blessing rests upon you for all the work which you
have done. I--your friend, brother and teacher--ask and
need your still continued help.
November 1948
BROTHER OF MINE:
Today in the ordinary course of events and as part of my
final planning in relation to the work preparatory to the coming of the Christ, I have certain items of information to impart. The keynote of the next few years of your work is--as
well you know--the making known and the steady and intelligent preparation of the human consciousness for His reappearance. With the subject of that reappearance I deal not
here, but there is somewhat which I seek to say anent that
which may be done by all of you upon whom I have kept a
supervisory eye during the past few years.
There are five Masters and five Ashrams involved in this
preparatory work. First of all there is the Ashratn of the Master K.H.; this is the presiding Ashram in this work owing to
the fact that it is a second ray Ashram and, therefore, upon
the same line of energy as that of the Christ Himself; another
reason is that the Master K.H. will assume the role of World
Teacher in the distant future when the Christ moves on to
higher and more important work. Next comes the Ashram of
the Master Morya; the reason for this is that the whole procedure is projected from Shamballa and the Ashram of the
Master Morya is ever in close touch with that dynamic centre. The Master R.--as the Lord of Civilisation--is also
closely involved; He is also--and this is of major importance
--Regent of Europe.
I have also at times referred to the Master Who is responsible for the reorganisation of Labour; this work he began to
do in the latter part of the nineteenth century but left it to
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carry forward on its own momentum when Russia entered
the field and laid its emphasis upon the proletariat or the
workers, to the exclusion of all other members of national
groups. This produced what we might call the workers'
revolution in the latter years of the first quarter of the
twentieth century. I myself am the fifth Master concerned in
this work and am--as it were--the liaison officer between
those disciples who are working in the field of the world and
Those Masters Who are directly responsible to the Christ for
the needed work of preparation.
Certain picked disciples from all these five Ashrams have
been or will be trained for the work of contacting the public.
Many of them (perhaps the majority) are totally unknown to
you. Some of them you know. I refer not here to A.A.B.
whose exoteric work is known to you whilst her esoteric
work is well known to Us. Her exoteric work is drawing to a
close and this also is an idea to which you are well accustomed.
You, my brother, have ahead of you the consolidating of
all the work which A.A.B. has started for Us. I refer specifically to the new teaching, embodied in the books which she
has published, to the work of the Triangles and the work of
Goodwill. I refer also to the counsel and help which you
will give to the younger key people, as they endeavour to
adapt the Arcane School to the pattern of the new teaching
which I have given and which will eventually sweep the
world (if the work is properly handled) and thus prepare the
people for the new world religion. R.S.U. has also been
designated for this work of preparation and--in my instruction to her--I shall indicate certain basic attitudes which
she must develop and hold as she stands steadily with you
and with the younger key people. I particularly want her to
work with them because she is a true esotericist and the Arcane School is fundamentally an esoteric school. Another
disciple, D.H.B., is also entrusted with a share in this special
field of preparatory work; he is not, however, to be concerned with the Goodwill work, but in another field which I
will indicate to him in his own instruction. I am not doing
much more than mentioning W.W. because this is his first
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REHABILITATION OF NATIONS
sound in their thinking and are disturbed at what the
history of the past has brought to them of dislike. If
the emergence from a shy and proud reticence were
given free play, Great Britain and the other nations of
the world could walk the way of life together with little
disagreement.
RUSSIA
Russia remains a great enigma for the rest of the
world today. Her potentiality for human service and
her ability to impose her will on a large scale upon the
entire world outstrips that of any other nation. This
in itself breeds distrust. Her territory covers a large
part of Europe and the whole of North Asia. She has
passed through a great and cruel revolution and a subsequent period of readjustment. She is preparing for
world collaboration and is evidencing a wish for this
to be accomplished on her own terms--the terms of
a general control of other lands, beginning with the
smaller nations upon her western frontier. She is lifting
the peoples of her own land from a condition of ignorance and poverty into one of knowledge and sufficiency.
Russia is deeply distrusted by the rest of the world,
particularly by its conservative elements, and this for
two reasons: first, the cruelty with which the earliest
stages of her revolution started--the period which we
glibly call "Bolshevism"--and, by a subsequent period
of a deliberately chosen and determined isolationism
behind her closed frontiers. It was, nevertheless, a
creative silence. The war then forced Russia to quit
her silence for world collaboration. She was forced
into participation in the World War. Russia is the home
of a germinating revelation of great spiritual value and
group significance--a revelation for all mankind. It
is the dimly sensed and somewhat inaccurate realization
of this which has led to her insidious propaganda.
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Russia has created fermentation in other countries
before she herself really knows what is the revelation
of which she is custodian. Her activity is therefore
premature. The true secret of brotherhood (one hitherto
unknown and unrealized) is hers to give the world, but
as yet she knows not what it is. This fact, that Russia
is the spiritual custodian of a revelation, is sensed by
the other nations in the world; and the first reaction has
been fear, based on certain initial mistakes and her
premature activity upon the physical plane. Nevertheless, all peoples view Russia with expectation; they
dimly realize that from her will come some new thing,
for Russia is rapidly maturing and integrating and will
demonstrate that she has much to give.
The world is witnessing the uprising and the surging forward of a nation which has accomplished in a
quarter of a century what other nations have taken
many generations to work out. Russia is a giant, getting
into his stride--a young giant, aware of great possibility,
animated by a deeply religious, though unorthodox
spirit, handicapped by a combination of oriental traits
and occidental purposes, and distrusted by the world,
owing to earlier moves falsely taken. These moves were
an attempt to infiltrate into other nations, in order to
upset their stability and so weaken them that they could
be easily swept into the house of humanity which
Russia is attempting to build. Russia is inwardly (but
as yet unconsciously) motivated by a desire to bring
brotherhood into being. Can you accept this diagnosis
of that great unknown quantity which is Russia? Time
alone can prove the accuracy of this statement, plus
wise activity and sound propaganda on the part of
Russia. The psychological problem of the U.S.S.R. is,
in the last analysis, to mind her own business, to stabilize
and integrate a vast population, and to lead her peoples
still further into the light. Russia must also learn to
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cooperate with other powers on an equal basis. Russia
must not, with ambition and design, seek to sweep the
small powers into her arena of activity against their
wishes or through undue pressure and force. Russia
has still much to do for the immense territories and
their inhabitants which are already within her sphere
of influence; the other nations must also work out
their own destiny and must not be ruled perforce by
Russia. Above everything else, the problem before
Russia is to give to the other nations of the world such
an example of wise rule, free expression of individual
purpose, and the use of an inclusive and sound education, that other nations will pattern themselves upon
what Russia has demonstrated, yet will at the same
time preserve their own cultural approach, their own
self-chosen form of government, and their own mode of
expressing brotherhood. Russia inherently stands for
a new world consciousness, and through her means, a
new planetary expression will gradually be wrought out
in the fire of experiment and experience. That great
nation (a synthesis of East and West) must learn to
rule without cruelty, without infringing the free will of
the individual and because she has complete confidence
in the beneficence of the ideals which she is developing
but which are not yet expressed.
POLAND
As for the Polish people, a long historical past lays
upon them the responsibility of a definitely cultural
effect upon surrounding nations and of a spiritual giving of which they are as yet apparently unaware. Their
continued emphasis upon territorial possessions blinds
their eyes to the true value of their possible world contribution. Being a strongly emotional and individual
people, they are, within their own borders, in a state of
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THE UNITED STATES
The psychological problem with which the United
States of America is confronted is that of learning to
shoulder worldwide responsibility. Both Great Britain
and Russia have already learned that lesson in some
form.
The American people--as they pass out of the stage
of adolescence--must learn the lessons of life through
experimentation and resultant experience. This is a
lesson that all young people have to learn. The German
race is old; the German nation is very young. The
Italian people are of ancient origin; the Italian state
is historically of very recent date. The accusation of
youth (if it is an accusation) is also true of the United
States. A great future lies ahead of that nation but
not because of material power or commercial efficiency,
as many materially-minded people think. The reason
lies in a deeply spiritual, innate idealism, enormous
humanitarian potentiality and--above all else--because
virgin and non-effete stock of largely peasant and middle
class origin is determining the race. Steadily in all
nations, the power in government and in determining
practical ideologies is rapidly passing into the hands of
the "people" and out of the hands of the so-called
ruling classes and the aristocracy. Countries such as
Great Britain and France, which have accepted the
determining evolutionary tendencies, can move forward
with greater ease into the future than can such countries
as Spain and Poland which have been ruled for centuries
by a dominant aristocracy and a politically-minded
church. The United States of America has no such
handicap, except insofar as the laws of capital and
finance seek control. The same is largely true of Great
Britain.
The roots of the people in the United States are
necessarily in other countries because its citizens have
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originally come out of those countries. They have no
indigenous people except the Red Indian who has been
ruthlessly dispossessed by the on-rushing tide from other
lands. The racial groups within the States still bear the
marks of their origin and of their racial heritage; they
are psychologically and physically of Italian, British,
Finnish, German and other origins. In this fact consists part of the wonder of this rapidly integrating nation.
Like all young people, symbolically speaking, the
people of the United States show all the characteristics
of adolescence. Again, symbolically speaking, the people
of the United States are of the ages seventeen to twentyfour. They shout freedom and still are not free; they
refuse to be told what to do because it infringes upon
their rights, nevertheless they allow themselves to be
guided frequently by the inept, the partisan politician
and by the inadequate; they are broadly tolerant and
yet most intolerant of other nations; they are ready to
tell other nations how to handle their problems but as
yet evidence no ability to handle their own, as witness
the treatment of the American Negroes and the withholding of equal freedom and opportunity from them.
They are restlessly experimenting with all phases of life,
with every kind of idea and all kinds of relationships.
The creative power of the race shows itself as yet in a
wonderful control of nature and in great construction
projects which bring water under control, or which relate all parts of this vast country through roads and
waterways. America is a great battleground for experiment along creative lines; it is profoundly interested in
trying out every kind of ideology. The fight between
capital and labor will reach its climax in the United
States, but will also be fought out in Great Britain and
France. Russia already has her own solution but the
lesser nations of the world will be guided and condi-
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lem exists) and a plebiscite of the people to determine
their nationalities and loyalties.
2. The cleaning up process carried on in all the
nations without any exception whatever so that a wholesome unity, based on freedom and demonstrating unity
in diversity, can be brought about.
3. A steadily pursued educational process by which
all the peoples in the world can be grounded in the
only ideology that will prove finally and generally
effective--that of right human relations. Slowly but
surely, this educational movement will inevitably produce right understanding and correct attitudes and activities in every community, in every church and nation,
and ultimately in the international field. This will take
time but it presents a challenge to all men of goodwill
throughout the world.
The spiritual guides of the race can present this
formula of progress. They cannot guarantee its enactment, for humanity is left free to decide its own problems. Certain questions, therefore, emerge immediately.
Will the great powers, Russia, the United States, and
the British Commonwealth of Nations stand together
for the total good of humanity, or will they each proceed upon their separate way towards their own selfish
objectives?
Will the smaller powers as well as the great Powers
be willing to relinquish some of their so-called sovereignty in the interests of the whole? Will they attempt
to view the world situation from the angle of humanity,
or will they only see their own individual good?
Will they omit the constant carping criticism which
has distinguished the past and which breeds a growing
hatred, and recognize that all nations are made up of
human beings, at different stages of evolution, and conditioned by their background, race and environment?
Will they be willing to leave each other free to shoulder
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cruelty and pride are the keynotes of our teaching of
history and geography.
The wars, aggressions and thefts which have distinguished every great nation without exception are
facts and cannot be denied. Surely, however, the
lessons of the evils which they wrought (culminating
in the war 1914-1945) can be pointed out and the
ancient causes of present day prejudices and dislikes
can be shown and their futility emphasized. Is it not
possible to build our theory of history upon the great
and good ideas which have conditioned the nations and
made them what they are? To emphasize the creativity
which has distinguished all of them? Can we not present more effectively the great cultural epochs which-suddenly appearing in some one nation--enriched the
entire world and gave to humanity its literature, its
art and its vision?
The world war has produced great migrations.
Armies have marched and fought in every part of the
world; persecuted peoples have escaped from one land
to another; welfare workers have gone from country to
country, serving the soldiers, salvaging the sick, feeding
the hungry and studying conditions. The world today
is very small and men are discovering (sometimes for
the first time in their lives) that humanity is one and
that all men, no matter what the color of their skin or
the country in which they live, resemble each other.
We are all intermingled today. The United States is
composed of people from every known country; over
fifty different races or nations compose the U.S.S.R.
The United Kingdom is a Commonwealth of independent nations bound together into one group. India is
composed of a multiplicity of peoples, religious and
tongues and hence her problem. The world itself is a
great fusing pot, out of which the One Humanity is
emerging. This necessitates a drastic change in our
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demonstrated in Germany with its wrecking of idealism,
its inculcation of wrong human relations and attitudes
and its glorification of all that is most selfish, brutal and
aggressive. Germany has proved that educational processes when properly organized and supervised, systematically planned and geared to an ideology, are potent
in effect, especially if the child is taken young enough
and if he is shielded from all contrary teaching for a
long enough time. Since that time Russia has used the
same system. Let us remember that this demonstrated
potency can work two ways and that what has been
wrought out along wrong lines can be equally successful
along right ones in a wholesome atmosphere of freedom.
We need also to do two things: We must place the
emphasis educationally upon those who are under sixteen years of age, and the younger the better and,
secondly, we must begin with what we have, even while
recognizing the limitations of the present systems. We
must strengthen those aspects which are good and
desirable; we must eliminate those which have proved
inadequate in fitting men to cope with their environment; we must develop the new attitudes and techniques
which will fit a child for complete living and so make
him truly human--a creative, constructive member of
the human family. The very best of all that is past
must be preserved but should only be regarded as the
foundation for a better system and a wiser approach to
the goal of world citizenship.
It might be of value at this point to define what
education can be, if it is impulsed by true vision and
made responsive to sensed world need and to the demands of the times.
Education is the training, intelligently given, which
will enable the youth of the world to contact their
environment with intelligence and sanity, and adapt
themselves to the existing conditions. This is of prime
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Certain nations, because of their international character and the multiplicity of races which compose them,
are normally more inclusive in their thinking and planning than are the others. They are more prone to think
in terms of humanity as a whole than are the others.
Such nations are the United States, the British Commonwealth of Nations and the united Soviet Socialist
Republics. Many nations and races constitute these three
Great Powers--the central triangle at the heart of the
coming new world. Hence their opportunity to guide
mankind at this time and their innate responsibility to
act as world leaders. Other races have no such inherent
capacity. They are not, for instance, successful colonists
and are more nationalistic and exploiting in their approach to "subject races". For the three Great Powers, the
fusion of the many elements composing their nationals
into a united whole has been a necessary conditioning
impulse. The basic intention of the United States is the
well-being of all within its national jurisdiction and the
"pursuit of happiness" is a familiar citation of this intent; the fundamental principle governing British rule
is justice for all; the underlying motive of the U.S.S.R.
is right living conditions, opportunity for all and the
general levelling of all separative classes into one thriving group of human beings. All these objectives are
good and their application to the life of humanity will
guarantee a happier and more peaceful world.
In every country without exception there are the
good and the bad elements; there are progressive and
reactionary groups. There are cruel and ambitious men
in Russia who would gladly exploit the world for the
gain of Russia and who would seek to impose the will
of the proletariat upon all classes and castes throughout
the civilized world; there are thinking men in Russia
and men of vision who are opposing them. There are
reactionary and class conscious people in the British
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in the early days of the rise of labor to power, is now
itself becoming a tyranny in the hands of the unscrupulous and self-seeking. Labor leaders are now so powerful that many of them have shifted into the position of
dictators and are exploiting the mass of workers whom
they earlier served. Labor is also becoming exceedingly
rich and untold millions have been accumulated by the
great national organizations everywhere. The Labor
Movement is itself now capitalistic.
Labor and Labor Unions have done noble work.
Labor has been elevated into its rightful place in the
life of the nations and the essential dignity of man has
been emphasized. Humanity is being rapidly fused into
one great corporate body under the influence of the Law
of Supply and of Demand which is a point to be remembered. The destiny of the race and the power to
make national and international decisions, affecting the
whole of mankind, is passing into the hands of the
masses, of the working classes and of the man in the
street. The inauguration of the labor unions was, in
fact, a great spiritual movement, leading to the uprising
anew of the divine spirit in man and an expression of
the spiritual qualities inherent in the race.
Yet all is not well with the labor movement. The
question arises whether it is not sorely in need of a
drastic housecleaning. With the coming-in of labor
governments in certain countries, with the growth of
democracy and the demand for freedom, with the uprising of the rule of the proletariat in Russia, and the
higher educational standard of the race, it might well
appear that new, better and different methods may now
be used to implement the Four Freedoms and to insure
right human relations. If there is a realization that there
should be right human relations among nations, it is
obvious that such relations should exist also between
capital and labor (composed as both groups are of
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clamoring minorities who--rightly or wrongly--are making claims upon the majority. Some of the majorities are
sincerely concerned in seeing justice done to the struggling and appealing minorities; others are using them as
"talking points" for their own ends or are championing
the cause of the small and weak nations, not from any
humanitarian reasons but for power politics.
The Minorities
There are both national and international minorities.
In the international situation there are powerful majorities--the Big Three, the Big Four or the Big Five and
numerous smaller nations, demanding equal rights, equal
votes and equal position. These smaller nations are
afraid of the more powerful nations and of their ability
to enforce their will. They are afraid of exploitation by
some powerful nation or amalgamation of nations, distrustful of favors and support because of future claimed
indebtedness, and unable to enforce their will or express
their desires because of military weakness and political
impotence. You have, therefore, in the world today
great and influential nations such as the U.S.S.R., the
British Commonwealth of Nations and the United States
of America; you have also powers which have been
great and then forfeited all right to recognition; you
have other powers, such as France and Spain, who are
secondary in influence, but resent it greatly, and finally
many small nations each with its own individual life,
civilization and culture. All of these without exception are
characterized by a spirit of nationalism, by a determination to hold on to what is or has been their own at any
cost, and all possessing an historical past and local tradition which condition their thinking; all have their own
developed or developing culture and all are bound
together by what we call modern civilization. It is a
civilization at present founded on materialism and one
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idealist. Their objectives, however, are still material,
physical and tangible and are presented idealistically
but with selfish motives. This is, however, a great step
forward. The ideal is universally recognized even if it
remains as yet a dream.
As we face the world picture today, we must see it
in its true colors and must realize that if the best possible
steps, spiritual and material, were to be taken for the
smallest and least important of the minorities, it would
create a situation which would completely reverse world
politics and usher in an entirely new and more enlightened cultural and civilized age. This, however, is
not likely to happen; so close are the interlocking selfish
interests that the use of a system of perfect justice and
fairness in any one case would upset major material interests, infringe the so-called rights of powerful nations,
encroach on settled boundaries and outrage powerful
groups even in most distant lands.
Today--on an international scale--the battle of the
minorities is going on; Russia is reaching out after influence in many directions; the United States of America
is seeking to hold the place of paramount control in
South America and in the Far East commercially and
politically and is earning a name in those countries
(rightly or wrongly) as imperialistic; Great Britain is
endeavoring to protect her "lifeline" to the East by
political moves in the Near East; France is attempting
to regain her lost power by obstructing the work of the
U.N. and by championing the cause of the smaller
nations in Europe. As the Great powers play politics and
angle for place and position, the masses of the people
in every land--great and small--are full of fear and
questioning; they are worn by the war, sick of insecurity,
underfed and frightened as they look toward the future,
tired to their very souls of fighting and quarreling,
weary of the tyranny of striking workmen, and wanting
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new civilization and more enlightened culture. Blind
faith and complete confidence in the priest and in
the Vatican are regarded as spiritual duties.

The Roman Catholic Church stands entrenched and
unified against any new and evolutionary presentation
of truth to the people; its roots are in the past but it is
not growing into the light; its vast financial resources
enable it to menace the future enlightenment of mankind under the cloak of paternalism and a colorful
outer appearance which hides a crystallization and an
intellectual stupidity which must inevitably spell its
eventual doom, unless the faint stirrings of new life
following the advent of Pope John XXIII can be
nourished and developed.
2. The Greek Orthodox Church reached such a
high stage of corruption, graft, greed and sexual evil
that, temporarily and under the Russian revolution, it
was abolished. This was a wise, needed and right action.
The emphasis of this church was entirely material but
it never wielded (nor will it wield) such power as the
Roman Catholic Church did in the past. The refusal of
the revolutionary party in Russia to recognize this corrupt church was wise and salutary; it did no harm, for
the sense of God can never be driven from the human
heart. If all church organizations disappeared from off
the earth, the sense of God and the recognition and the
knowledge of Christ would emerge in strength and with
a fresh and new conviction. The church in Russia has
again received official recognition and faces a new
opportunity. It does not yet constitute a factor in world
affairs but there is hope that eventually it may emerge
as a regenerating and spiritual force. The challenge
of its environment is great and it cannot be reactionary
as can--and are--the churches in other parts of the
world.
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The world today is full of warring voices; everywhere
there is an outcry against world conditions; everything
is being dragged out into the light of day; abuses are
being shouted from the housetops, as the Christ prophesied they would be. The reason for all this outcry, discussion, and noisy criticism is that, as men awaken to
the facts and begin to think and plan, they are aware of
guilt within themselves; their consciences trouble them;
they are conscious of the inequality of opportunity, of the
grave abuses, of the entrenched distinctions between
man and man, and the factor of racial and national discriminations; they question their own individual goals
as well as national planning. The masses of men in
every land are beginning to realize that they are largely
responsible for what is wrong, and that their inertness
and lack of right action and thinking has led to the
present unhappy state of world affairs. This constitutes
a challenge and no challenge is ever totally welcome.
The awakening of the masses and the determination
of the reactionary forces and of the monied interests to
preserve the old and fight the new are largely responsible
for the present world crisis. The battle between the old,
entrenched forces and the emerging, new idealism constitutes the problem today; other factors--though important, individually or nationally--are from the true
and spiritual standpoint relatively negligible.
The unity, peace and security of the nations, great
and small, are not to be attained by following the
guidance of the greedy capitalist or the ambitious in any
nation, and yet in many situations that guidance is
being accepted. They are not to be gained by the blind
following of any ideology, no matter how good it may
seem to those conditioned by it; yet there are those who
are seeking to impose their particular ideology on the
world--and not solely in Russia. They will not be
reached by sitting back and leaving the changing of
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not as nationalistic propagandists. What we need above
all to see--as a result of spiritual maturity--is the
abolition of those two principles which have wrought
so much evil in the world and which are summed up in
the two words: Sovereignty and Nationalism.
World Disunity
What at this moment appears to prevent world unity
and keeps the United Nations from arriving at those
necessary settlements which the man in the street is so
eagerly awaiting? The answer is not hard to find and
involves all nations: nationalism, capitalism, competition,
blind stupid greed. It is an intense emotional nationalism
which made the Polish nation so difficult a member of
the family of nations; it is materialism and fear, plus
a lack of spiritual interest, which makes France so constant an obstructionist and has led her to work against
united world action; it is fanatical adherence to an ideology and national immaturity which prompts so much
of Russia's activities; it is a rampant capitalism which
makes the United States one of the most feared of the
nations, plus her gestures of armed power; it is the fast
dying imperialism which handicaps Great Britain and a
clinging to responsibilities and territories which she is
realizing could well be turned over to the United
Nations; the hope of Great Britain lies in her socialistic
tendencies which enable her to take the "middle path"
between the communism of Russia and the capitalism of
the United States. It is the smug greed of the nations
which escaped the war which is hindering progress; it
is the devious actions of the Jews and the hatred which
they cultivate which tend also to undermine the hope of
peace; it is the chaos in India and China which is complicating the work of the well-intentioned; it is the unchristian and undemocratic treatment of the Negro
peoples in the United States and Africa which is con-
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inevitably come when--in the interest of peace and
security--the capitalists in the various nations will be
forced to realize this and will also be forced to substitute
the principle of sharing for the ancient principle (which
has hitherto governed them) of greedy grabbing.
There was a time--a hundred years or more ago-when a just distribution of the world's wealth would
have been impossible. That is not true today. Statistics
exist; computations have been made; investigation has
penetrated into every field of the earth's resources and
these investigations, computations and statistics have
been published and are available to the public. The men
in power in every nation know well exactly what food,
minerals, oil and other necessities are available for
worldwide use upon just and equitable lines. But these
commodities are reserved by the nations involved as
"talking and bargaining points". The problem of distribution is no longer difficult once the food of the
world is freed from politics and from capitalism; it must
also be remembered that the means of distribution by
sea, rail and air are adequate.
None of this will, however, take place until the
United Nations begin to talk in terms of humanity as a
whole and not in terms of boundaries, of technical
objectives and fears, in terms of the bargaining value of
oil, as in the Near East, or in the language of mistrust
and suspicion. Russia distrusts the capitalism of the
United States and--to a lesser degree--that of Great
Britain; South America is rapidly learning to mistrust
the United States on the ground of imperialism; both
Great Britain and the United States mistrust Russia, on
the basis of her spoken word, her use of the veto and
her ignorance of western idealism.
Yet it must be remembered that there are statesmen
in Great Britain, the United States and Russia who are
endeavoring to work for the common man and to speak
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on his behalf in the conclaves of the nations. As yet
selfish opposition has rendered their work futile and the
monied interests in many countries have negated their
efforts. Russia has no monied interests, but she has vast
resources in men and arms and these she plays off against
the capitalistic interests. Thus the war goes on, and the
man in the street waits hopelessly for a decision which
will lead to peace--a peace based on security and right
human relations.
To further complicate the problem, it must be borne
in mind that the East and the West approach life from
different angles. The Eastern approach is negative and
subjective; the Western is positive and scientific and,
therefore, objective. This is further complicated by the
fact that western Europe and eastern Europe look at
life and the modern problems from different angles; this
makes cooperation difficult and definitely complicates the
problems confronting the United Nations. Church and
State are not in sympathy; capital and labor carry on a
constant war; the man in the street pays the price and
waits for justice and freedom.
World Unity
There is no counsel of perfection to give the world
or any solution which will carry immediate relief. To
the spiritual leaders of the race certain lines of action
seem right and to guarantee constructive attitudes.
1. The United Nations, through its Assembly and
Committees, must be supported; there is as yet no other
organization to which man can hopefully look. Therefore, he must support the United Nations but, at the
same time, let this group of world leaders know what
is needed.
2. The general public in every nation must be educated in right human relations. Above all else, the
children and the youth of the world must be taught
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ranged against him (and on a much larger scale against
the Christ) will make him inclined to ask: "What is
the use of any effort which I can make? Why not let
the forces of good and evil fight it out alone? Why
not permit the pressure of the evolutionary current-eventually and at long last--to bring cessation to the
world fight and usher in the triumph of the good?
Why attempt anything now?"
These are natural and wholesome reactions. The
poverty and starvation of the millions in Europe and
elsewhere, the fear of Russia (warranted or unwarranted), the greed of the capitalistic forces of the
world, the selfishness of labor, the aggressiveness of
the Zionists, claiming as their own a land which has
not been theirs for more than fifteen hundred years,
the plight of the Jews in Europe, the desperation of
the little man in every country who sees no security or
hope anywhere, the work of the churches as they endeavor to restore the old order and rule which (over
the centuries) has saved the world from little, and the
lack of any clear voice or leadership in any country-all these things make the average man feel the futility
of all effort. The problem seems too big, too terrible,
and he himself seems too small and helpless.
Nevertheless, the mass of straight goodness and vision in the world is enormous and the amount of clear,
humanitarian thinking is unbounded; it is in the hands
of the masses of good little men and the millions of
right thinking people in every land that the salvation of
the world lies and by them the preparatory work for the
Coming of the Christ will he done. Numerically, they are
adequate to the task and need only re-assurance and wise
coordination to prepare them for the service required,
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of the nations for position and power, and for the possession of the natural resources of the earth--coal, oil,
etc., and also with the underground activities of the great
Powers and of the capitalists which they all create.
Yet all the time, the one humanity--no matter what
the place of residence, what the color of the skin, or
what the religious belief--is clamoring for peace, justice
and a sense of security. This, the right use of money and
a realization on the part of many of their financial responsibility (a responsibility based on the spiritual values)
would rapidly give them. With the exception of a few
great far sighted philanthropists and of a mere handful of
enlightened statesmen, churchmen and educators, this
sense of financial responsibility is to be found nowhere.
The time has now come when money must be revaluated and its usefulness channelled into new directions.
The voice of the people must prevail; but it must be a
people educated in the true values, in the significances of
a right culture and in the need for right human relations.
It is, therefore, essentially a question of right education
and correct training in world citizenship--a thing that
has not yet been undertaken. Who can give this training?
Russia would gladly train the world in the ideals of communism, and would gather all the money in the world into
the coffers of the proletariat, eventually producing the
greatest capitalistic system the world has ever seen; Great
Britain would gladly train the world in the British concepts of justice and fair play and world trade, and would
do it more correctly than any other nation because of vast
experience but always too with an eye to profit. The
United States would also gladly undertake to force the
American brand of democracy upon the world, using her
vast capital and resources in so doing, and gathering into
her banks the financial results of her widespread financial
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Nation
Personality Ray
Soul Ray
National Motto
India ....... 4th Ray. Harmony ........ 1st Ray of Power ....... I hide the Light.
through Conflict.
China ...... 3rd Ray of .................... 1st Ray of Power ........ I indicate the Way.
Intelligence
Germany . 1st Ray of Power ......... 4th Ray. Harmony ....... I preserve.
through Conflict.
France ..... 3rd Ray of ................... 5th Ray of Knowledge . I release the Light.
Intelligence
Great ....... 1st Ray of Power ........ 2nd Ray of Love .......... I serve.
Britain
Italy ........ 4th Ray. Harmony ....... 6th Ray of Idealism ..... I carve the Paths.
through Conflict.
U.S.A ..... 6th Ray of Idealism ..... 2nd Ray of Love .......... I light the Way.
Russia .... 6th Ray of Idealism ..... 7th Ray of Order .......... I link two Ways.
Austria ... 5th Ray of Knowledge . 4th Ray. Harmony ....... I serve the lighted
through Conflict.
Way.
Spain ..... 7th Ray of Order .......... 6th Ray of Idealism ..... I disperse the Clouds.
Brazil ..... 2nd Ray of Love .......... 4th Ray. Harmony ........ I hide the Seed.
through Conflict.
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sidiary states, instead of subsidiary nations. These two
powers function in this way and with this wide objective
in order eventually to give to the planet a system of groupings within one national border or empire and yet with an
international implication which will be symbolic of the coming new age technique of government. The second Ray of
Love or of Attraction governs--from the soul angle--the
British Empire and there is a relation between this fact
and the fact that the astrological sign Gemini governs both
the United States and London. The fluid, mercurial, intuitional mind is closely allied with the divine aspect of love
and understanding, producing attraction and interpretation.
It is interesting to note that the fourth Ray of Harmony
through Conflict which before long will come into power
again, is to be prominent in the destinies of India, Germany,
Italy, Austria and Brazil. It is for this that there is so
much preparatory turmoil in four of these countries. The
sixth Ray of Idealism is potent in Russia, the United States,
Italy and Spain. It is the fanatical adherence to an ideal
which is responsible for the potent changes in these four
countries. In Germany and Italy the harmonizing of the
fourth ray, working through conflict, is also to be seen.
Hence we have in all these countries a process of "breakingdown" and of destruction of old forms prior to an adequate
responsiveness to the influence of the incoming ray. It
should be remembered that as with individuals, so with
nations--the reaction to an increasing influence of the soul
ray is ever accompanied by a breaking down period; this
demonstration of destruction is, however, only temporary
and preparatory.
India hides the light and that light, when released upon
the world and revealed to humanity, will bring about harmony in the form aspect; things will then be clearly seen as
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A careful analysis of the idealism of Russia and of the
United States may reveal no resemblances in the goal of
their idealism; the Russian is driven by his seventh ray
soul towards the imposition of an enforced ceremonial of
ordered rhythms, leading to an idealized order and a community of interests. Because of this and because of the
enforced work, some forces are present and active in Russia
which need most careful handling by the spiritual Hierarchy
of our planet. These forces working in Russia are concerned with the magic of form whereas pure white magic is
concerned only with the soul or with the subjective aspect,
as it conditions the objective. The "black forces," so
called, are nowhere rampant in Russia any more than in
other parts of the world, but the Russian reaction and
attitude to enforced rule and order has in it more of the
magical seventh ray influence than is the case in other
countries; Germany also enforced a standardized order
and way of living but this was definitely submitted to the
control of the black forces.
You will note that of the major nations only Brazil,
Great Britain and the United States of America are
definitely under the influence of the second Ray of LoveWisdom. An interesting fact thus emerges: Great Britain
is the custodian of the wisdom aspect of this second ray
energy for the Aryan race; the United States will fulfill
the same office for the world of the immediate future,
whilst Brazil will eventually--many thousands of years
hence--supersede both of them. These three races embody
the attractive cohesive aspect of the second ray and will
demonstrate it through wisdom and right government,
based on true idealism and love.
Great Britain represents that aspect of the mind which
express itself in intelligent government, based on just
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and loving understanding. That is, of course, the ideal
before her, but not as yet the exactly fulfilled achievement.
The United States represents the intuitive faculty, expressing itself as illumination, plus the power to fuse and blend.
Brazil will--at some distant date--represent a linking
interpreting civilization, based on the unfoldment of the
abstract consciousness which is a blend of the intellect and
the intuition and which serves to reveal the wisdom aspect
of love in its beauty.
It is too dangerous in these days of difficulty and world
turmoil to express myself more definitely as to the future
lines of unfoldment. The destiny and the future functioning of the nations lie hid in their present activities. The
majority of my readers are far too nationalistic in their
thinking, and too deeply engrossed with the prime importance of their own nation and its supreme significance,
for me to be able to do more than generalize and indicate
the major lines of progress. The role of the prophet is a
dangerous one, for destiny lies in the hands of the people
and no one knows exactly what the people will do--once
aroused and educated. The time has not yet come when
the bulk of the people of any nation can see the picture
whole or be permitted to know the exact part their nation
must play in the history of nations. Every nation--without
exception--has its peculiar virtues and vices which are
dependent upon the point in evolution, the measure of
control of the personality ray, the emerging control of the
soul ray, and the general focus of the nation.
It is useful to bear in mind that some nations are
negative and feminine and others are masculine and positive. India, France, the United States of America, Russia
and Brazil are all feminine and constitute the nurturing
mother aspect. They are feminine in their psychology--
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intuitive, mystical, alluring, beautiful, fond of display and
color, and with the faults also of the feminine aspect, such
as over emphasis upon the material aspects of life, upon
pageantry, upon possession and upon money or its equivalent as a symbol of the form side of existence. They mother
and nurture civilization and ideas.
China, Germany, Great Britain and Italy are masculine
and positive; they are mental, political, governing, standardizing, group-conscious, occult by inclination, aggressive,
full of grandeur, interest in law and in laying the emphasis
upon race and empire. But they are more inclusive and
think in wider terms than the feminine aspects of divine
manifestation.
National relationships and the major intellectual
cleavages are based also upon the governing ray influences.
Spain, Austria and France, being governed by the seventh,
fifth and third rays, have a close inter-relation. This
worked out in a most interesting manner in the Middle
Ages, and the destinies of these three nations were closely
related. The newly forming country of the United States
is likewise spiritually and intimately associated--in its form
aspect--with Brazil, Russia and Italy; hence the early
influx of certain types of emigrants into the country and
hence also the pull of the South American countries upon
the American consciousness, and the growth (rightly or
wrongly) of the ideal of Pan-America. These relations are
all on the form side and emerge out of the personality
rays or energy of the nations concerned. The Ray of Love
or Inclusiveness, the Ray of Active Intelligence showing
itself so predominantly in the electrical civilization of
modern times, and the fifth Ray of Exact Science are all
potently active at this time, for they are all pouring their
energies onto our planetary life. The incoming seventh
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expression and to materiality but to a materiality which is
very different from that of the French, for the citizen of the
United States values money only for the effects on his life
which it can bring and for what it makes possible. Hence
also the rapid response of the American continent to every
form of idealism, to the need of others, even of its enemies,
to compassion for all suffering and to a pronounced progress
towards a well defined humanitarianism. This they may call
the democratic ideal but it is in truth something which
grows out of and eventually supersedes democracy--the
ideal of spiritual government--a government by the highest and the most spiritual to be found in the land. Hence
also their unrealized esoteric motto: "I light the Way."
All the various forms of government, prevalent in the world
today, will--after making their great experiment and its
resultant contribution--proceed upon the way of enlightened rule by the illumined minds of the age. This development is certain and inevitable and the indications of this happening can be seen today by those who have eyes to see and
a developed inner vision.
Russia is peculiarly interesting at this time from the
angle of humanity because she comes under the influence of
both rays. Her egoic ray is the seventh and her personality
ray is the sixth. Hence the tremendous conflict which is going on between the fanatical sixth ray cruelty of her sixth ray
regime and the spiritual harmlessness which is the basic principle of the national ideology. Hence also the materiality of several important sections of her populace and
the essential brotherliness which is imposed by the idealism and the mystical aspiration of the Russian genius, expressed through its people as a whole. Hence also the correctness of their spiritual motto which is as yet unrealized by
them but which is working itself out noticeably to those of
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us who can see upon the inner side of life. That motto is:
"I link two ways." Their task, which will develop as they
come to truer understanding, is the linking of the East and
of the West, and also of the worlds of desire and of spiritual aspiration, of the fanaticism which produces cruelty
and the understanding which produces love, of a developed
materialism and a perfected holiness, of the selfishness of
a materialistic regime and the unselfishness of a mystically
and spiritually minded people, and all this in a most pronounced and peculiar manner. Behind the closed borders of
that mysterious and magnificent country, a great and spiritual conflict is proceeding and the rare mystical spirit and
the truly religious orientation of the people is the eternal
guarantee that a true and living religion and culture will
finally emerge. Out of Russia--a symbol of the world
Arjuna in a very special sense--will emerge that new and
magical religion about which I have so often told you. It
will be the product of the great and imminent Approach
which will take place between humanity and the Hierarchy.
From these two centers of spiritual force, in which the light
which ever shineth in and from the East will irradiate the
West, the whole world will be flooded with the radiance of
the Sun of Righteousness. I am not here referring (in connection with Russia) to the imposition of any political
ideology, but to the appearance of a great and spiritual
religion which will justify the crucifixion of a great nation
and which will demonstrate itself and be focused in a
great and spiritual Light which will be held aloft by a
vital Russian exponent of true religion--that man for whom
many Russians have been looking and who will be the justification of a most ancient prophecy.
Spain has a sixth ray ego and a seventh ray personality
--thus reversing the forces which are expressing themselves
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through the Russian spirit. Spain, too, acts as a link in world
adjustment but this time the link is between Europe and
Africa, and in this capacity Spain has earlier served. It will
be apparent to you also how inevitable has been the relationship between Spain and Russia and how the ideology of the
latter country has influenced the national government. It
will also be apparent why the battleground of two great
ideologies--the Fascist and the Communistic--has been
found inevitably in Spain. The triumph of the Fascist part
has been equally inevitable from the start because of the
egoic relation existing between Spain and Italy and also to
the proximity of the two countries which has enabled the
telepathic impress of Fascist idealism to be easily impressed
upon the prepared and sensitive Spanish consciousness. As
to the fanaticism, the natural cruelty, the fervent idealism,
the arrogant pride and the religious and mystical quality of
the Spanish character, they are obviously of sixth ray origin
and are highly crystallized. The intense individualism of the
people can be noted also as a definite part of their seventh
ray personality equipment. Their spiritual motto: "I disperse the clouds," is indicative of the magical work for
which Spain will eventually be responsible and sooner than
is perhaps anticipated, thus balancing in that highly intelligent and individualistic country the field of scientific magic
and the magical work of the Church of the future. This is a
prophecy which lies at present too far ahead to be capable
of verification, either in this generation or the next, but it
is rooted in national characteristics and the law of probability.
We have been considering the rays of the Great Powers
and the two Axis Powers, Germany and Italy. But the same
methods can be applied to any nation and race and should
prove of deep interest to every student of history.
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Personality
Country
Ruling Sign
Egoic Ray
Ruling Sign
Ray
Argentina ..... Cancer ....... 4th . Not given ... Libra ............ 7th . Not given.
Austria .......... Libra ......... 7th . Fourth ........ Capricorn ..... 10th . Fifth.
Belgium ........ Sagittarius . 9th . Not given .. Gemini ......... 3rd . Not given.
Brazil ............ Leo ............ 5th . Fourth ........ Virgo ........... 6th . Second.
China ............ Taurus ....... 2nd . First ........... Libra ........... 7th . Third.
Finland ......... Capricorn .. 10th . Not given .. Aries ........... 1st . Not given.
France ........... Pisces ....... 12th . Fifth ........... Leo .............. 5th . Third.
Germany ....... Aries .......... 1st . Fourth ......... Pisces ........ 12th . First.
Great Britain . Gemini ...... 3rd . Second ........ Taurus ....... 2nd . First.
Greece ........... Virgo ......... 6th . Not given ... Capricorn .. 10th . Not given.
Holland ......... Aquarius .... 11th . Not given . Cancer ........ 4th . Not given.
India ............. Aries ........... 1st . First ............ Capricorn .. 10th . Fourth.
Ireland .......... Virgo .......... 6th . Not given .... Pisces ........ 12th . Not given.
Italy ............... Leo ............ 5th . Sixth ........... Sagittarius .. 9th . Fourth.
Japan ............. Scorpio ...... 8th . Not given ... Capricorn ... 10th . Not given.
Poland ........... Taurus ....... 2nd . Not given ... Gemini ....... 3rd . Not given.
Roumania ...... Leo ............ 5th . Not given ... Aries ........... 1st . Not given.
Russia ............ Aquarius ... 11th . Seventh ..... Leo ............ 5th . Sixth.
Scandinavia ... Libra ......... 7th . Not given .... Cancer ....... 4th . Not given.
(4 Nations)
Spain ............. Sagittarius . 9th . Sixth ........... Capricorn ... 10th . Seventh.
Switzerland ... Aries ......... 1st . Not given ..... Aquarius .... 11th . Not given.
Turkey .......... Cancer ...... 4th . Not given ..... Scorpio ....... 8th . Not given.
U.S.A ........... Aquarian ... 11th . Second ........ Gemini ........ 3rd . Sixth.
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These are the major divisions. There are lesser divisions but with these I am not here concerned. These countries are related to the mother-country through their planetary rulers, and in this statement you have a definite hint
conveyed. The zodiacal signs relate, but the planets are
more influential at this stage of evolution.
It is not my intention to give you the ruling signs of the
capitals of all the countries; I have dealt with but only the
more important:
Country
Capital
Soul Ruler
Personality Ruler
Belgium ......... Brussels ............ Gemini ..... 3rd .... Capricorn .. 10th
France ............ Paris ................. Virgo ........ 6th ..... Capricorn .. 10th
Germany ........ Berlin ............... Scorpio ..... 8th ..... Leo ............ 5th
Great Britain .. London ............. Leo .......... 5th. .... Libra .......... 7th
Italy ................ Rome ............... Taurus ...... 2nd .... Leo ............ 5th
Poland ............ Warsaw ............ Capricorn . 10th ... Pisces ........ 12th
Russia ............ Moscow ............ Taurus ...... 2nd ... Aquarius .... 11th
United States . Washington ....... Cancer ...... 4th .... Sagittarius .. 9th

An analysis of the signs ruling the different countries
will make certain outstanding conditions apparent and even
with the small knowledge of esoteric astrology now available
will make certain definite information emerge in your minds
as vitally explanatory. Capricorn, for instance, seldom
appears as a sign governing the egoic expression of any
nation but quite often as governing the personality manifestation, or the exoteric country. Austria, Greece, India, Japan and Spain have Capricorn as their personality rulers,
indicating age, crystallization and materialism; a little study
of conditions and the present point in evolution will make
this apparent. In the next great and succeeding race to
this, Capricorn will appear as ruling the egoic expression,
for the soul will then be in greater control and certain great
groups of human beings (those who now compose the present nations) will be ready for initiation upon the mountain top of Capricorn.
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of rule, thus providing full expression for the first
ray energies of the British Empire.

A study of the interplay of these energies and forces
will account adequately for Great Britain and her activities;
they indicate also certain definite lines of affinity and also
point the way to imminent possibilities of adjustment if the
love which is the basic motivating power of the British soul
is permitted expression. Hitherto it has been primarily
Taurus and Leo as well as Libra which have colored British
attitudes, decisions and activities. Can Britain change and
--preserving the will-to-order and the balanced judgment
which Libra confers upon her--eliminate the Taurian aspects which have led her blindly to seek that which she desires and because of her powerful personality to gain those
ends? There is an ironic fate which determines that this
great nation, having in past centuries been one of the major
aggressors of the world, should now bring to an end, with
the aid of France (which has a very similar aggressive
tendency), the period of aggression, and so be used to inaugurate an age of cooperation, of understanding and of
mutually shared responsibility. The future of the world lies
at present largely in the hands of France and Great Britain,
and the happiness of the world is assured if the soul energy
of both these countries controls and personality aims and
ambitions are negated.
I can only most briefly touch upon the energies which
motivate and condition the Italian empire and the United
States, leaving you to make your deductions and applications. Russia is as yet embryonic and her part lies more
in the East than in the West, provided she follows the indicated lines. Her two ruling signs are Aquarius and Leo and
her real function in the comity of nations lies far ahead when
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to vanish into hiding at the first signs of trouble. Because
also the Sagittarian influence is strong, there is a potent
determination to stick one-pointedly to any decision made.
This its sixth ray personality enforces at times almost to the
point of a fanatical blindness and to the detriment of the
long range vision which is needed at such times as these.
Like Russia, this country is in the making and--as I
have told you elsewhere--as the nation's power shifts, as it
will and as it now really is shifting from Washington to
New York, the Cancerian influence will steadily lessen and
the country will take its place as an adult among the nations.
Its Gemini nature and its Aquarian soul should (when developed and balanced) provide a most remarkable channel
for human expression. You will note that none of its zodiacal rulers link it with France, except indirectly through
Cancer, which is the polar opposite of Capricorn, one of
the rulers of Paris. It is for this reason that such a small
percentage, relatively speaking, of French people migrate
to the States; there is a closer link with Italy than with
France, and hence the large Italian population, for Sagittarius rules both Italy and Washington. The influences are,
therefore, as follows:
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I would remind you that we are in a period of shifting rays
and that they change both for individuals and nations, for
hemispheres and planets. All can move off a minor ray on
to a major, if destiny decrees. A study of the above tabulation will give much light to the inter-human relation. Three
great countries hold the destiny of humanity in their hands
at this time: The United States of America, Great Britain
and Russia. Great fusing, racial experiments are going on
in all these lands; the rule of the people is being developed
in all of them, though it is as yet in an embryonic state.
In Russia it is being retarded by a dictatorship which will
shortly end; in the States by corrupt politics, and in Great
Britain by ancient imperialistic tendencies. But democratic
principles are being developed, if not controlling; religious
unity is being established though it is not yet functioning,
and all three countries are learning very rapidly, though the
United States at present is learning the most slowly.
The Occident and the Orient are linked through the
personality ray of the Occident and the soul ray of the
Orient; this indicates eventual understanding, once the
second ray occidental soul becomes the dominant factor.
When these various relationships are somewhat grasped
by the peoples of the world, you will get the clue to the
various happenings taking place today and will understand
the goal and the method of its attainment more clearly.
There is much deep research work to be done, for the
science of energy relationships is yet in its infancy.
The next few years will see its gain. What is really
happening is a shift in the human consciousness from its
focus on individual energies functioning through some
specific ring-pass-not (individual, national, continental or
racial) to a grasp of their inter-relation and effects upon
each other. This science can be studied in various ways:
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because they are expressions of the force centers in the
vital body of the nation.
Similarly, in connection with the British Empire, a
study will be made of London, Sydney, Johannesburg,
Toronto and Vancouver with subsidiary studies of
Calcutta, Delhi, Singapore, Jamaica and Madras which
are all subjectively related in a manner unforseen by
students at present. Under the plan, and contingent
upon the energies pouring through the five planetary
centers according to plan, there are three great fusing
energies or vital centers present upon our planet:
a. Russia, fusing and blending eastern Europe and
western and northern Asia.
b. The United States (and later South America),
fusing and blending central and western Europe
and the entire western hemisphere.
c. The British Empire, fusing and blending races
and men throughout the entire world.
In the hands of these nations lies the destiny of the
planet. These are the three major world blocs, from
the consciousness angle and from the angle of world
synthesis. Other and lesser nations will participate in
the process with full independence and cooperation,
voluntarily and through the perfecting of their national life in the interests of the whole of humanity and
through the desire to express and preserve their soul
integrity and their purified national purpose (which
purification is now going on). The keynote, however,
of human living will be struck by Russia, Great Britain
and the United States--not because of their power,
their historical past and their material resources or
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Autobiography
children could have what was essential to eat. As a girl, Il
visited for weeks at a time in many great houses; yet I have
worked as a factory hand to support the children. It was a
sardine cannery and I still do not care to look a sardine in
the eye. My friends (and I use the word in its true sense)
have ranged all the way from the very lowest type of person on through all classes to include such people as the Grand
Duke Alexander, the brother-in-law of the late Czar of
Russia. I have never lived for any length of time in one
place, for the Gemini person is always on the move. My
small grandson (who is also a true Gemini) crossed the
Atlantic twice and was through the Panama Canal on two
occasions before he was four years old. From another angle,
if I did not watch myself with the greatest care, I would
always be either in the heights of happiness and exhilaration
or overcome with despair and in the depths of depression.
As the result of much experience I have learnt to repudiate
both extremes and endeavor to live on a tableland. I have
not altogether succeeded.
My major life conflict has been the battle between my
soul and my personality and that still goes on. As I write
this I am reminded of a meeting of a certain "Group Movement" to which I was inveigled in 1935 at Geneva, Switzerland. A smug, hard-faced, smiling "professional" Grouper
was present as leader and there were a lot of people eager
to testify to their wickedness and to the saving power of
Christ, giving the impression that God was personally interested as to whether (as one of them testified) she apologized
to her cook for rudeness. To me, good manners and not
God should have been sufficient incentive. Anyway, a charming woman got up--elderly, smart and twinkling with humor. "l am sure you have a wonderful testimony to make,"
said the leader. "No," replied the lady, "no, the battle is
still on between Christ and me and it's quite debatable who
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lines with which we were confronted. We, therefore, in
April 1923, organized the Arcane School.
The four or five men associated with my husband and
myself in the Tuesday afternoon class rallied around us.
Two of them twenty-four years later are still working with
us and two of them have passed over to the other side. We
had not the faintest idea how to handle such work. We
had none of us--with one exception--ever belonged to a
correspondence school or knew anything about handling
people by correspondence. All we had was good intention,
a burning desire to be of some help, and three books on
occult subjects. Since that time over 30,000 people have
passed through the school. Many hundreds who joined the
school, ten, twelve, or eighteen years ago are still with
us and the work of the Arcane School is known and recognized in almost every country in the world except Russia
and about four other countries.
Had we possessed the slightest indication as to the
extensive and all-engrossing work ahead of us I question
very much whether we should have had the courage to
even make a start. Had I appreciated the headache and
anxieties it would entail and the responsibilities any esoteric
school has to shoulder I know I would not have attempted
this work; but fools rush in where angels fear to tread, and
I rushed.
I could have done none of this without the support and
wisdom of my husband. I shudder to think of the mistakes
I would have made, the errors in judgment of which I
would have been capable and the legal end of it in which
I would have found myself embroiled. His clear legal mind,
his impersonality and his constant failure to get excited
when I thought he should, has saved me constantly from
myself.
It is not an easy thing to run an esoteric school. It is
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Nobility Club. One day a member of the club asked me to
go down and hear the Grand Duke Alexander speak. He
was a son of one of the Czars of Russia and brother-in-law
of the late Czar Nicholas. I went down more from curiosity than from anything else and found a packed room
filled with all the elite of the nobility and royalties gathered
in New York at that time. Presently we all got to our feet
when the Grand Duke came in and sat down in an armchair
on the platform. When we were all again seated he looked
us all over very seriously and then said, "I wonder if it is
possible that for one minute you would forget that I am a
Grand Duke, because I want to talk to you about your
souls." I sat up startled and pleased and at the close of his
talk I turned to my friend, Baroness ------- , and said,
"How I would like to put the Grand Duke in touch with
people in this country who won't care whether he is a Grand
Duke or not but will love him for himself and his message."
That was all and I thought no more about it.
The next morning, when in my office, the telephone rang
and a voice said, "His Imperial Highness will be glad if
Mrs. Bailey will be at the Ritz at 11 o'clock." So Mrs.
Bailey was over at the Ritz at 11. I was met in the foyer
by the Grand Duke's secretary. He sat me down and looked
solemnly at me and said, "What do you want with the
Grand Duke, Mrs. Bailey?" Amazed, I looked at him and
said, "Nothing. I can't imagine why I am here." "But,"
said Mr Roumanoff "the Grand Duke said you wanted to
see him." I then told him I had taken no steps to see the
Grand Duke and that I could not imagine what he wanted
me for. I told him I had been to the Grand Duke's talk the
afternoon before and had expressed to a friend of mine the
wish that he could meet certain people. Mr. Roumanoff
then took me upstairs to the Grand Duke's suite and after
I had made my curtsey and been seated he asked me what
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pointed out and the ancient causes of present day prejudices
and dislikes can be shown and their futility emphasized.
Is it not possible to build our theory of history upon the
great and good ideas which have conditioned the nations
and made them what they are, and emphasize the creativity
which has distinguished all of them? Can we not present
more effectively the great cultural epochs which--suddenly
appearing in some one nation--enriched the entire world
and gave to humanity its literature, its art and its vision?
The war produced great migrations. Armies marched and
fought in every part of the world; persecuted peoples escaped from one land to another; welfare workers went from
country to country, serving the soldiers, salvaging the sick,
feeding the hungry and studying conditions. The world today is very, very small and men are discovering (sometimes
for the first time in their lives) that humanity is one and
that all men, no matter what the color of their skin or the
country in which they live, resemble each other. We are all
intermingled today. The United States is composed of people
from every known country; over fifty different races or nations compose the U.S.S.R. The United Kingdom is a Commonwealth of Nations, independent nations bound together
into one group. India is composed of a multiplicity of peoples, religions and tongues--hence her problem. The world
itself is a great fusing pot, out of which the One Humanity
is emerging. This necessitates a drastic change in our
methods of presenting history and geography. Science has
always been universal. Great art and literature have always belonged to the world. It is upon these facts that the
education to be given to the children of the world must be
built--upon our similarities, or creative achievements, our
spiritual idealisms, and our points of contact. Unless this is
done, the wounds of the nations will never be healed and the
barriers which have existed for centuries will never be removed.
The educators who face the present world opportunity
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Will it go the way of selflessness expressed in a willingness
to act always in the interests of all, thus promoting world
understanding and world unity, or the way of selfishness
and aggression, expressed in an intense nationalism, thus
sacrificing the true and larger values of liberty, independence and freedom to think. This selfishness may show
itself through active aggression or an active neutrality.
Those nations who participate in no way in this struggle
will lose much and enhancing their own selfish struggle
and clouding the real issue in beautiful words--will help
to prolong the struggle and hold back their own people
from useful opportunity.
I would point out here also that as in all families, business and organizations there are those who are the focal
points of authority and the designers of the planned activities, so within that group or organized body which goes by
the name of humanity there are similar focal points or
those who plan, direct and produce the outer happenings
and events. They are in the period of personality achievement--that time in which human beings, having achieved
integration and a blended expression of feeling and perception and mind, are actively and effectively working upon
the physical plane. These focal points are used to bring
about two major changes in the world; the first is the
fusion and blending of peoples and minorities so that coordinated empires and cultural nations are appearing everywhere and, secondly, the changing of frontiers and the
altering of boundaries so that a complete re-adjustment
of the map of the world in Asia, Europe and Africa can
take place.
It will be apparent to you that three major methods or
modes of producing these fusions can be noted. Great
Britain, the United States of America and the Union of
Socialist Soviet Republics (the U.S.S.R.) are working out
the principle of federation, of relation and of the fusion
of bodies into concentrated wholes, responding to the same
inspiration but employing their own specialized methods
to bring about the desired ends. Be not surprised by my
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including Russia in this triplicity. Their ideology is fundamentally as sound as that in the other groups, but the
difference lies in the factors of personality and the mode
of applying the ideology. The control of powerful and
dangerous personalities, and the use of the methods of
force and cruelty have been avoided in the first two groups
of nations, and the reason is based upon the different source
of the inspiration producing the effects. Another reason
is to be found in the placing of power in the hands of
those who are historically unprepared to rule and of those
whose past unfoldment has as yet brought them only to the
nursery stage of evolution.
Nevertheless in these three groups there is much of
interest to be noted. One of them, Great Britain, represents a fusion, the foundations of which have been laid
in a long historical past of preparation for government;
another, that of the U.S.A. represents a fusion which is
unfolding and developing in the present which is new in its
experiments, though employing factors from every nation
in Europe; the U.S.S.R. in its turn represents a coming
fusion or future synthesis. In these three, you have an
interesting and immediate expression of the three divine
aspects, each of which inspires and colors the embryonic
civilization. Great Britain expresses the will-to-power but
on account of age and experience, dearly bought, this is
today mellowed by justice and a growing understanding
of human need. This, in its turn, is the result of the control
for many centuries in the past by the aristocracy, with its
paternalism, conservatism and its method of slow adjustment. The U.S.A. expresses the will-to-love, which shows
itself in an ability to absorb vastly divergent elements and
yet to present equal opportunity to all. This is brought
about very largely because the control is, in this federation
of states, in the hands of the bourgeoisie, with its financial
goals, its power to determine living conditions, and its
quick and sympathetic touch upon life. Its method is
not that of slow adjustment but of quick assimilation.
It is in that country also that people are most sensitive
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to the influence of the Hierarchy. The U.S.S.R. expresses
the will-to-create and to produce new conditions and a
new order--planned and determined and foreseen. This
has been brought about through cruelty very often, by a
willingness to compromise and to change or lower the
original ideal. This in its turn, is brought about by the
activity of the proletariat with its inability to govern, its
desire to retaliate, and its ignorance of tradition and
of inherited procedures.
A most interesting experiment is, therefore, working out
in these three groups of interrelated elements and differing
national ideals. The U.S.S.R. will eventually place its
emphasis and direct its major interest upon Asia, bringing
about great changes on that continent, as far as the Pacific.
The other, Great Britain, through its successful demonstration of the principle of federation, can affect major
changes in Europe if there is an awakened insight, a true
and sympathetic justice and wise patience. The U.S.A. has
a similar task to perform for the Americas, calling for
statesmanship of a high order and a spirit of understanding.
It will also be apparent to you if you have rightly understood the above suggestions that the Shamballa force is
working through that community of federated nations called
the British Empire and is expressing the will-towardssynthesis and the will to just and legal procedure. It is the
force of the Hierarchy which can express itself increasingly
through the United States of America, for an intuitive
recognition of subjective realities and a real sense of the
higher values can and frequently do control the impulses
governing this group of federated states. The will-to-be of
Humanity with its almost extravagant emphasis upon human
values and the will-to-rule creatively is the contribution of
the U.S.S.R., that great federation of republics. Thus the
influence of the three great world centers about which I
have earlier written can be seen expressing itself through
these three groups of nations. At the same time, the
Shamballa force is active in all of them, for it produces
federation and synthesis. Its first great expression or dem-
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onstration of the spirit of fusion took place in the 18th
and 19th centuries, and led to the formation of such
countries as Italy and Germany which were created out of
many smaller states, duchies and kingdoms. A history of
the trend towards fusion in the modern world would prove
a most illuminating study. It would be found that the first
faint indications were felt around 1575 A.D. This was due
to the fact that permission for the inflow of this force was
given when demanded at the Centennial Conference of the
Hierarchy, held in 1425. I referred to this conference in
my earlier writings.*
In the second group of changing ideologies and of reaction to mass need, you will find France, Germany, Italy,
Spain and Portugal, all of whom have altered their ancient
policies, changed their forms of government and reacted
gradually and slowly to the Shamballa force. They have,
however, reacted to that force through the medium of
certain great and outstanding personalities who were peculiarly sensitive to the will-to-power and the will-to-change
and who (during the past 150 years) have altered the
character of their national life, and emphasized increasingly
the wider human values. The men who inspired the initiating French revolution; the great conqueror, Napoleon;
Bismarck, the creator of a nation; Mussolini, the regenerator
of his people; Hitler who lifted a distressed people upon
his shoulders; Lenin, the idealist, Stalin and Franco are all
expressions of the Shamballa force and of certain little
understood energies. These have wrought significant changes
in their day and generation and altered the face of Europe,
incidentally affecting Asia and conditioning attitudes and
policies in America.
The results even when dangerous and terrible have
developed two vital characteristics in humanity. One has
been the widespread development of the discriminating
faculty, and secondly, a tendency to dispersion with its
---------*

A Treatise on White Magic, pp. 401-433.
A Treatise on the Seven Rays, Vol. I (Esoteric Psychology),pp.
170-189.
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consequences of diffusing civilized and cultural values and
the diverse gifts of the many people to the world soul. The
drift of people to the colonies from Great Britain, the
drift of the people from every nation in Europe to America,
North and South, the dispersal of people within national
boundaries as the result of war and expediency such as the
evacuation of cities has brought about today, the removal
of people out of Italy and of groups of people within Russia,
and the constant moving onwards of the wandering Jews
indicate a breaking down, upon a world-wide scale, of all
outer boundaries and the institution of a process of blending
and amalgamation such as the world has never seen before.
It constitutes an educational system of untold value, leading
as it does to the constant necessity to readjust viewpoints,
to change modes of living, to intermarriage and so-called
illicit relations. The outer change is producing an inner
synthesis and outer dispersion, and cleavages are working
out interiorly in closer relations and a more tolerant spirit
of understanding. The power to consider, to choose, to
think and to discriminate is rapidly developing among all
classes everywhere as a result of the many cataclysmic happenings, the presentation of many changing circumstances
and the many points of view and theories of government
and of religion; these grow naturally out of new contacts and
the rapid presentation of events through the medium of the
press and the radio.
It is this that is of importance from the standpoint of
evolution and the growth of the world consciousness. The
physical plane happenings are incidental and of no permanent lasting power.
The physical plane events and precipitations are carried forward and made possible through focal points of
energy who are the world dictators, the world statesmen,
and the outstanding human beings in all lands as well as
by groups which are actively working in every country for
their own ends or--as is more often the case--under the
influence of some group ideal or wisdom plus personal
ambition, personal will-to-power and personal aggrandize-
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of their times and have come to power through aggression
and slaughter. As the nations grew more closely interrelated,
their influence and their field of expression increased. The
growing means of communication brought this about; Great
Britain knew nothing of the movements of Alexander; the
peoples of America knew naught about Genghis Khan; but
the sound of the marching armies of Napoleon was heard
over a far wider area, and the triumphs of Hitler--diplomatic
and military--are known throughout the world.
The totalitarian powers have turned the world into one
armed camp--for offense or defense. Motivating all these
conquerors was lust for gold, lust for land, lust for power,
lust for personal triumph. The modern dictators are no
exception. They bring nothing new.
World Anarchy
The history of the world has been built around the
theme of war; its points of crisis have been the great battles.
The thought of revenge motivates some nations; the demand
for the righting of ancient historical wrongs influences
others; the restitution of lands, earlier held, directs the acts
of others. For instance: the ancient glory of the Roman
Empire must be restored--at the expense of the helpless
little peoples; the culture of France must be paramount and
French security must outweigh all other considerations;
British imperialism has in the past outraged other nations;
German hegemony and "living space" must dominate
Europe, and the German superman must be the arbiter of
human life; American isolationism would leave humanity
defenseless in its hour of need and hand men over to the
rule of Hitler; Russia, in her silence, cannot be trusted;
Japan is upsetting the balance of power in Asia. Such is
the picture today. Anarchy rules the world; famine stalks
the inhabitants of Europe; the civilian population of cities,
the women and children, are in grave danger of injury and
death and are forced to live underground; pestilence appears; there is no safety on land or sea or in the air; the
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Steps Towards the New World Order
In contradistinction to the totalitarian world order, what
should the rest of the world plan? Towards what world
objectives should the democracies work? Utopian schemes,
idealistic forms of government and cultural living processes
have ever been the playthings of the human mind, down
through the centuries. But these Utopias have been so far
ahead of possibility that their presentation seems useless.
They are most of them wholly impractical.
Certain immediate possibilities and attainable objectives
can, however be worked out, given a definite will-to-good
and patience on the part of humanity.
Certain major and spiritual premises should lie back
of all efforts to formulate the new world order. Let me
state some of them:
1. The new world order must meet the immediate need and
not be an attempt to satisfy some distant, idealistic vision.
2. The new world order must be appropriate to a world
which has passed through a destructive crisis and to a humanity which is badly shattered by the experience.
3. The new world order must lay the foundation for a future world order which will be possible only after a time of
recovery, of reconstruction and of rebuilding.
4. The new world order will be founded on the recognition that all men are equal in origin and goal but that all
are at differing stages of evolutionary development; that
personal integrity, intelligence, vision and experience, plus
a marked goodwill, should indicate leadership. The domination of the proletariat over the aristocracy and bourgeoisie,
as in Russia, or the domination of an entrenched aristocracy
over the proletariat and middle classes, as has been until
lately the case in Great Britain, must disappear. The control
of labor by capital or the control of capital by labor must
also go.
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would seem possible and probably advisable. They might
be divided as follows:
1. A Federal Union of the great democracies after the
war. This might include the British Empire as a whole, the
United States, the Scandinavian countries and certain northern European nations, including Germany.
2. A Union of the Latin countries, including France,
Spain, all the Mediterranean countries, the Balkan countries (except one or two which might be absorbed into the
U.S.S.R.), and South America.
3. The United Soviet Socialist Republics and certain Asiatic nations working in collaboration with them, such as
China, and later Japan.
These three great blocs would not be antagonistic
blocs but simply geographical spheres of influence. They
would all three work in the closest unity and economic
relation. Each nation within the three blocs would preserve its sovereign independence but between these independent nations and between these blocs there would
be identity of purpose, unity of effort and the recognition of the economic control of a league of nations. This
league, being formed of the representatives of all the nations
and its inner governing body being chosen by the three
blocs, would control all sources of supply, distribute all such
supplies and determine all economic policies.
With the details of these future adjustments I shall
not deal. They must be wrought out by the men and
women of goodwill in the crucible of experiment and experience. Only universal disaster could have brought men
to a state of mind wherein such propositions and solutions
could be presented. The general recognition that the old
order has lamentably failed is most valuable.
The Religious Problem
When we come to consider religion in the new world
order, we are faced with a far more complicated problem
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who are looking on with sympathy but without sacrifice
and I ask you: Where do you stand?
I bring to you some of the contrasts in this war, in all
simplicity and in an effort to enable you to choose right
action.
The first great contrast might be called the way of
appeasement and the way of aggression. The method of
peaceful discussion was tried by the peace-loving peoples
of France and Great Britain, and the way of aggression,
developed for many years, is the way of Germany, of Russia,
and in a lesser degree of Italy. I would remind you that
it is to the eternal credit of the Allies (e'en though it lacked
worldly common sense) that their preparations for war
proved inadequate in the face of German preparedness.
They were not one-pointed in their war effort, for the higher
value of world civilization engrossed them and the activities
of their empires, which live at peace within themselves. They
have made many grievous errors in the past (as have all
peoples), but the way of expiation and of sacrifice is theirs,
willingly accepted, and their reward is the freedom of
humanity.
I will give you another contrast, growing out of the
above. This is the emphasis upon a new world order within
a rapidly changing world. The Allies uphold one point of
view; the Germans, another. It is for this new and better
world and the bringing in of the conditions wherein peace
can be possible and the new world order developed that
today the men of vision fight and die. The contrast is the
enforced world order, emphasized by the so-called "German
super-race," which will centralize the world around Germany,
for the aggrandizement of Germany, for the expansion of
the German living space and the supply of Germanys economic need--an order enforced by terror, by cruelty and
death, ignoring the needs of humanity as a whole and
the rights of all other nations, and sacrificing the whole
world, if need be, to the glory of Germany. With this
German-enforced rule and order, her greed for territorial
expansion and her ruthless acquisition of the goods and pos-
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ward, except in Russia. This was to be expected at first, because if evil is simply the dominance of matter and the negation of the spiritual values it is obvious that on the material plane the line of least resistance is to be found for
them. Their initial triumphing is, therefore, to be expected.
The course of the war hitherto has demonstrated this. When
the spiritually-minded people of the world, the men and
women of goodwill, the idealists and the kindly, decent folk
in every land can bring to bear upon the physical plane
the same unified determination and the same united will-tovictory that the forces of evil have shewn, then the Forces of
Light will assume the upper hand and control human affairs.
The difficulty with which the Hierarchy was confronted
in the effort to bring this about was due to the fact that
the condition of unity of objective, of method and of interrelation had to be brought about without any infringement
of the free will of the individual, group or nation. The
occult law of spiritual freedom had to be recognized and protected. No such recognition or safeguarding hinders the
activities of the forces of evil. The will-to-power and an
organized, evil minority took control. Freedom of conscience
and of action was removed, and the enforced submission of
the majority to the will of a ruthless minority brought about
a spurious but temporarily most effective unity. This has
been lacking in the case of the United Nations, fighting for
the Forces of Light and on behalf of human freedom.
Freedom, my brothers, can itself prove a limitation
when it delays right action, when it centers attention upon
the petty differences and the personality inclinations of
people and when it serves to prevent that unity of action
which can win the war. It has been necessary for the leaders
of the peoples to take valuable time to bring them to a
proper sense of values and to the realization that individual
and national differences and points of political and religious
disagreement must all give place to the one supreme requirement--the winning of the war and the releasing of humanity
from the threatened slavery, the steadily mounting fear, and
the world domination of the Black Lodge.
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the work of the Hierarchy is handicapped not only by the
restrictions under which the Forces of Light must work;
but also by the work and utterances of the silly little men
with small vision who see not the future possibilities if the
war came to an inconclusive finish, and who (for the present
comfort of the present generation) would sacrifice the children of tomorrow and later generations. The work of the
Hierarchy is handicapped by the attitudes of men with no
perspective and much selfishness, of no cruelty but of stupid
thinking. These men--in the houses of legislature in the
various United Nations, in Parliament, in Congress, and in
the churches--plead for the cessation of the war before victory is won and before the enemies of humanity are beaten
to their knees in supplication for mercy and in a demand
for peace. They see the end of business as they have known
it; they see the familiar landmarks of their comfortable world
disappearing; they dislike the results of the war as it affects
them; or they cannot bear the general suffering and prompted
by pity they demand an immediate peace. Others are
prompted by isolationism and the desire to withdraw from
participation in the misery of war; others hate those whose
duty it is to carry the war to a successful climax, or see
their particular ambitions threatened by the conditionings
of a changing world. They would sacrifice future generations, as I have said above, to their short-sighted policy and
feeble judgment. They spread disunity, therefore, and
shackle the hands of those administering in high places.
Their efforts prolong the war, dishearten the fighting forces,
break down national and military morale, and lay a poor
foundation for the work of the post-war world. There are
many of these in every nation, there are too many in the
United States of America; there are none in the U.S.S.R.,
and hence her triumphant march forward.
You have, consequently, in the world today:
1. The Forces of Evil, working through Germany and
Japan. To date, they are holding their own and they are
not yet defeated. They are terrorizing the world. Within
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their own national borders they do not possess enough
people with courage, understanding, or with the ability to
think clearly, who hate evil and who can hold to a vision.
There is little in either nation to bring assistance to the
Forces of Light. The Germans were deceived from the
beginning, and a widespread national deception, backed by
a terror campaign, argues a general weakness, lack of courage and a natural predilection for evil guidance. The tendency to be led along aggressive, selfish and evil lines has been
characteristic of the German mentality for great length of
time. This negative nation with its arrogant psychology
(one of the great paradoxes of the ages), must be taught the
ways of positive good, and a courageous championing of
righteousness must take the place of the present negative
acceptance of evil. With humility and intelligence must
the German nation be taught to take a proper place in the
community of nations. The Japanese nation, in spite of its
great age, must go back into the nursery state; it must be
taught, as children are taught, to be social and not antisocial, and it will be long before it will be safe to trust
this nation. The Italian nation presents no greater problem
than does any other nation in the world. It is normal, as
are the United Nations; the German nation and the Japanese
race are not normal, and must be brought back to normality
by careful, kindly, but firm handling and by applied educational processes.
2. The Forces of Light. I would here correct an impression which exists among esotericists. By this phrase, (the
Forces of Light), they are apt to mean that the Hierarchy
is literally fighting against the Axis nations. This is not so
in the physical sense. The Hierarchy works--as you well
know--with the souls of men and with those minds which
are so oriented and disposed that they react to soul impression. When I use the expression "the Forces of Light" I
mean those enlightened nations upon whom the light of
Freedom shines and who will refuse, at all costs, to relinquish that light. There is no freedom in Germany or in
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Japan. In a lesser sense and for a brief time, there was no
freedom in Italy, but Italy must be counted among the enlightened nations, for it could not be held in duress. The
Forces of Light comprise those nations (working through
their armies and in the diplomatic arena) who are today
fighting for the freedom of humanity, for the eternal rights
of man, for liberty of conscience, for the position of the
individual in any nation, and for freedom of religion or
the right of man's self-chosen approach to the spiritual realities. Behind these nations stands the Hierarchy. Freedom
is the birthright of mankind, and free will is the highest
of the divine characteristics. Freedom is misinterpreted and
misused by many, owing to the point in evolution of the
mass of humanity, but it is a fundamental, divine principle;
and where principles are involved the Hierarchy knows no
compromise. There is no spiritual principle behind any
of the activities of the Axis Powers, behind German activity
or Japanese aggression. Therefore, the Hierarchy does not
stand with power or strength behind any of their efforts.
3. Humanity as a whole. The men, women and children
of the world are all implicated in and affected by this universal war. The effects reach into the most isolated village,
the most extensive desert and the highest mountain top, as
well as into the cities and congested areas of all the nations.
No one is exempt from the consequences of this present
catastrophe. The bulk of humanity are universal and innocent sufferers. The majority scarcely realize what it is all
about; they view this great historical climax from the purely
self-centered angle and from the point of view of how it
affects them as individuals and their nation as a whole. An
increasing number are coming to realize that this war must
be fought to a successful finish because there is no peace
or hope or right world relationships as long as two nations-one in the Western hemisphere and the other in the Eastern-can precipitate disaster upon countless millions. A minority
are realizing that the war has precipitated the condensed
evil of the ages and that humanity is faced with the oppor-
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tunity of erasing past errors, ancient selfishness and ingrained wickedness, and of inaugurating a new and better
world. In this new world there will be freedom of approach
to God, opportunity for individual expression, freedom to
live in right relations and scope for creative living. A few-a very few--know that this is a climaxing point in an ancient
conflict between Christ with His Hierarchy of Masters and
"spiritual wickedness in high places." A mere handful of
knowers and disciples know, past all controversy and discussion, that, heading up those unhappy lands--Germany and
Japan--are ancient leaders who have again sought to bring
planetary disaster and to deflect the ends and the aims of
the Great White Lodge.
Among all these are thousands who stand bewildered,
sensing the truth but feeling helpless in the face of the
gigantic horror which the evil gang now ruling Germany
has precipitated upon humanity. They tend to right thinking
but are still the prey of the unscrupulous and the selfish.
When their thinking has been guided into right lines
through a process of right presentation of the situation,
they will constitute a powerful asset to the Forces of Light.
Such is the situation with which the Hierarchy and
humanity is today faced. The strength of the Forces of
Light is growing; the power of the Forces of Darkness may
be waning but is still vastly strong--upon the physical plane.
Their main hold is upon the minds of men and that is
exceedingly potent and unweakened, for it is aided by the
mild, unthinking person, by the bewildered, the pacifist,
the appeaser and the isolationist. The idealism of this group
is turned to the aid of Germany by the skillful evil workers.
The German armies are still unbeaten: central Europe is a
mighty fortress, dominated by the arch enemy of mankind,
sitting on his mountain-top. There, symbolically, he is to
be found, the initiator into evil conditions, and into slavery.
The armies of the Lord stand poised, and victory will be
theirs when there is complete unity of purpose, concentrated attention upon right human relations, and a
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spread of idealistic aspiration to all who are fighting this
battle for freedom. For this unity of purpose all the enlightened people of the world must work. It is not yet adequately
present.
Let us now turn to the work of the Hierarchy and to
the event for which all initiates and disciples are now preparing--the coming Wesak Festival.
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eternally first. Nations and their ephemeral disputes
are of secondary interest.
c. A tendency--centuries old--among the Germanic peoples
to dominate, to take what is not their own, to regard
themselves as unique, superior, and as embodying a
super-race; there is also a fixed determination, on behalf
of their own interests, to plunge other nations and races
into war. Today they have achieved a planetary war.

THE TASK OF IMPLEMENTING THE WILL-TO-GOOD
May 1944
How is the Hierarchy working at this time? In what
manner are the Masters aiding the work of the Forces of
Light? Can something of moment and of lasting significance
happen at this coming May Full Moon? How do the Masters
look at the world situation? What are Their plans? Can
these plans be materialized? And what can the individual
disciple, initiate and world disciple accomplish in the face
of humanity's dilemma?
These are all normal and intelligent questions and can
be answered partially, though not fully, owing to three
reasons:
1. The outcome of the coming climaxing conflict depends
on humanity itself. A greater effort is required, particularly
in America--an effort to see the issues clearly, to understand
the causes of this war, and a determination to take those
steps--through propaganda and discussion--which will clarify
the minds of the masses. Into these age-long causes I cannot
here go; there is not time to do more than enumerate
certain of them
a. Universal and ancient selfishness, materialism, aggression, and national prides. Of these faults all nations
have been guilty.
b. A sense of separateness of which the border issue between such nations as Russia and Poland is symbolic.
The need of humanity and its general well-being comes

2. There are factors present in this battle between evil
and good which are so deeply esoteric and hidden from
the understanding of the most advanced human being that
it is useless for me to enlarge upon their existence. They
are concerned with the ability of the mind, or of the mind
principle, to react to truth or to lies; the mystery of this
reaction is hidden in the evolutionary process itself. A point
can be reached in human development where acceptance
of deception is impossible and clear thinking is normal.
The potency of glamour (which holds so many people in
prison) is related to this mystery. Glamour holds not those
who are mentally and emotionally undeveloped; they are
complete realists and see life in its bare outlines and baldly.
The highly developed are not subject to glamour; they also
think realistically but this time with true mental perception
and not instinctively. The thinking man, in his process of
training, but who is still largely governed by his emotions,
is exceedingly prone to glamour and very often to the
glamour of a sentimental so-called loving attitude. These
people do not realize that love is a process of determining
action on the basis of the ultimate good of the individual
or the group, and that the immediate reactions of the personality are secondary. In this conflict the Hierarchy is
concerned with the final issue, with the future welfare and
the ultimate well-being of humanity. They are not so concerned with the immediate suffering and pain of the personalities involved. Is this a hard saying? A tiny replica
of this correct attitude can be found in the influence, words
and actions of those wise parents, those far-sighted guides
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of youth, who see the need of discipline if their children are
in the future to be rightly oriented, and to live correctly.
The temporary discomfort of the discipline and the rebellion of the children do not in any way condition such
parents. They see ahead.
3. The conflict at present involving humanity has its source
not only in human weakness and selfishness, but in a situation which has existed for ages between the Great White
Lodge of Masters and the Lodge of Black Adepts. This
started in Atlantean times and must now be fought out to
a finish. With the details of this struggle (fought on mental
levels) you have no concern, except in so far as you and
the rest of mankind react to lies or to truth. Two streams
of mental energy or of thought-directed ideas impinge powerfully at this upon the human consciousness. One is
embodied in the lying propaganda emanating from the
Axis Powers and affecting potently not only their own
peoples but the selfish politicians, the intolerant and the
racially conditioned people, and the well-intentioned but
short-sighted appeasers and pacifists. The second stream is
embodied in the idealism, the humanitarianism, and the
clear presentation of the factual situation which characterize
the best minds in every nation and which condition the
thinking of the leaders of the United Nations; this stream
has, for instance, conditioned the attitude and the changed
orientation of the U.S.S.R., and has brought them to a
position of cooperation and to a relinquishing of some of
their separative ideas.
The leader of the conflict against evil in high places
is the Christ, the Head of the Hierarchy. What is the attitude of the Christ at this time? In all reverence, and as one
of His humblest friends and personal workers, I am permitted to tell you a little of His position as He nears the
great event in May of this year. He knows Himself to be
the inner spiritual Commander of the Armies of the Lord.
His is the responsibility of awakening the souls of men
to their presented opportunity and to the need of bringing
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the conference in Mexico City was undertaken with success.
It was realized that there was an ascertainable measure of
hemispheric unity upon which statesmen could count, and
thus a foundation could be created for the far more difficult
international conference to be held in San Francisco at the
time of the Wesak, the Full Moon of the Buddha. Not
for nothing is this conference being held during the five
days of the Wesak Full Moon. It will be a time of supreme
difficulty, in which the Forces of Light will face what I call
"the forces of selfishness and separativeness."
Subjectively speaking, the conference will be under the
direct influence of the Hierarchy. The consequent stimulation of both the selfish and the unselfish aspects will evoke
a tremendous emotional and mental potency. It is therefore essential that all aspirants and disciples throw the weight
of their spiritual development and the light of their souls
on the side of the Forces which are attempting to plan for
the good of humanity, and who regard the welfare of the
whole as of far greater importance than any national situation or demand.
Forget not that the Forces of Evil are still powerful,
particularly on the physical plane and that there are many
channels through which they can work. Germany is defeated,
but is still capable of a final effort of destructiveness and
violence. Japan is well on the way to defeat but is still
powerful. The hierarchy of evil on the inner side is being
pushed back by the Forces of Light, but its grip on humanity
has not relaxed. It is through ignorance that these forces
can still attain much power--the ignorance of humanity
itself. Nations and people are still ignorant of the true
nature of each other; the world is full of distrust and suspicion. Humanity as a whole knows little about Russia,
for instance. The true significance of Its ideology is misunderstood because of the initial mistakes of those who
engineered the revolution; the license of unruly men in
the early days gave onlooking humanity a wrong slant on
what was happening. But those days are over. In the fires
of suffering and through deepened understanding, this great
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in the nature of an anti-climax. Yet simple as the problem
may be, it is most difficult to solve. Your reaction to what
I have to say will depend upon the nature of your sense
of values, and not upon any capacity for abstruse reasoning.
The average human aspirant and the intelligent human
being are apt to emphasize the present complexity of human
affairs and events; these they believe are engulfing men in
every land. They thus provide--for themselves--an answerable alibi.
The emphasis of what I have to say is related to the
message which I recently sent out re the Return of the
Christ. That message carried its own challenge and the
questions which it aroused in every sincere human heart are:
1. How can I personally meet this challenge?
2. What can I specifically do?
3. What are the steps which I and every aspirant
should take?
These questions mean one thing to one person and another
thing to another. Some of the replies will emerge as you
read what I have to say. I am writing here for people who
are disciples of the Christ, but my words can convey meaning to all sincere thinkers and Christian believers.
The complexities and difficulties of this post-war period
are very great. The closer an aspirant is to the source of
spiritual light and power the more difficult is his problem,
and at the same time the clearer will be his understanding
of the facts. Looking away from the detail of the foreground, which ever assumes undue proportions, and divorcing oneself from those details as they deluge one's daily life
with perplexities and anxieties, the problem is relatively
simple and twofold in nature.
First of all, the outer, physical war is only just over;
two years is a short time since the firing ceased and no
country has as yet recovered from its dire effects. There
is no true intercourse between nations and no true understanding. Today the United States permits the raising of
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funds in order to arm the Zionists against Great Britain,
an ally and a friendly power; it is authorizing propaganda against Russia, also an allied and friendly power.
There is no true effort anywhere (carried on with fixed
determination and right compromise) to bring to an end
those economic conditions which are the major cause of
war and which are responsible for breeding hatred among
nations.
Secondly (and of still more importance from the angle
of the spiritual values, though less easily perceived), the
Forces of Evil are still active; they may have been driven
back, but they are still powerful; they are still subtly working
and are still striving for a firmer foothold; they are still
cleverly feeding world anxiety and world insecurity in
order to create another point of world tension.
Until these two sources of world tension are recognized
and correctly handled, the life of the aspirant, and still
more of the disciple, is exceedingly hard. You may retort
(and truly) that the life of all who suffered through the
war, the fate of the starving people who are still taking the
brunt of the attack in Europe--the inhabitants of Great
Britain, Italy, China, Poland, and the Balkans, plus Germany and Japan, who are responsible for the difficulty, and
all who are engulfed in the results of Germany's attack upon
the world--is hard beyond endurance, and must therefore be
shared by all aspirants and disciples. That is indeed true.
But the more advanced thinkers and workers have far more
than the general fate to endure. They--if they open their
hearts and minds--participate not only in the difficulties
confronting the mass of men everywhere, but they are also
aware of the spiritual possibilities ahead, of the task to
be completed in sealing "the door where evil dwells," and
of the stupendous and unique circumstances which are faced
by those who recognize and accept the imminent return of
the Christ.
As the disciple confronts both the inner and the outer
events and possibilities, he is apt to register a sense of complete frustration; he longs to help, but knows not what
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to do; his grasp of the menacing difficulties, his analysis
of his resources and of those with whom he works, and his
clarity of perception as to the forces ranged against him,
make him feel inclined to sit back and say: What is the
use of any effort I can make? Why not let the two forces
of good and evil, of the Black Lodge and the Spiritual
Hierarchy, fight it out alone? Why not permit the pressure
of the evolutionary current, eventually and at long last, to
bring cessation to the fight and the triumph of the good?
Why attempt to do it now?
These are natural reactions when considering the present field of conflict, the prevalent greed and the international
and racial antagonisms, and the selfish motives which
control so many national units, plus the dull apathy of the
masses, and in particular, the growing suspicion and distrust
between the United States and Russia--a situation in which
both groups are almost equally to blame. This war-generating situation is fostered behind the scenes by the highly
clever and strongly anti-communistic power of the Roman
Catholic Church, with its organized political plans--plans
which are growing notably in the United States. To these,
the intelligent thinker adds the reactionary activities in
every land, and the fight for oil which governs the policies of
Russia, the United States and Great Britain. To these factors
must be added today the struggle between Hindu and
Moslem for the control of India, and the fight over Palestine--fomented by the Zionists, and not by the Jews as a
whole--a fight in which the Zionists prevented the displaced
Jewish persons (only 20% of the whole) from discovering
how welcome they are in many countries throughout the
world; a fight which has greed and not any love of Palestine
behind it, and which is governed by financial interests and
not by the humanitarian spirit which the Zionists claim
and which would force them to accept the offers made by
Great Britain, Canada, Chile, Belgium and many other lands.
These factors, when realized by thinking men and
women, produce a deep discouragement and a sense of
futility and hopelessness. Instead, they should be faced
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of the people must prevail, but it must be a people educated
in the true values, in the significances of a right culture, and
in the need for right human relations. It is therefore essentially a question of right education and correct training in
world citizenship--a thing that has not yet been undertaken.
Who can give this training? Russia would gladly train the
world in the ideals of communism, and would gather all the
money in the world into the coffers of the proletariat, eventually producing the greatest capitalistic system the world has
ever seen. Great Britain would gladly train the world in the
British concepts of justice and fair play and world trade, and
would do it more cleverly than any other nation because of
vast experience. The United States would also gladly undertake to force the American brand of democracy upon the
world, using her vast capital and resources in so doing, and
gathering into her banks the financial results of her widespread financial dealings, preserving them safely by the threat
of the atomic bomb and the shaking of the mailed fist over
the rest of the world. France will keep Europe in a state of
unrest as she seeks to regain her lost prestige and garner all
she can from the victory of the other allied nations. Thus, my
brother, the story goes--each nation fighting for itself and
rating each other in terms of resources and finance. In the
meantime, humanity starves, remains uneducated, is brought
up on false values and the wrong use of money; until these
things are being righted, the return of the Christ is not
possible.
In the face of this disturbing financial situation, what is
the answer to the problem? There are men and women to be
found in every land, every government, every church and religion, and every educational foundation who have the answer. What hope is there for them and for the work with
which they have been entrusted? How can the people of the
world, the men of goodwill and of spiritual vision help? Is
there anything they can do to change the thinking of the
world in regard to money, and to deflect it into channels
where it will be rightly used? The answer lies within these
people themselves.
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note this. The point I seek to make is that the Hierarchy is
inflexibly against any demonstration of the principle of nonfreedom, no matter what form it takes, but is ever on the side
of humanity. The spirit of evil which animated German
actions evoked every possible opposition from the Forces of
Light and from their source, the Hierarchy. Today this
totalitarian evil is expressing itself through the planning of
the Russian oligarchy, through the Zionist movement, and
through all groups which seek to fetter and imprison the spirit
of man; but the people under the sway of this evil influence
and the scheming of these evil groups are never regarded in
any light different to that of the rest of mankind. They are
looked upon as glamoured, or as weak and ignorant (which
they undoubtedly are), but they are never separated off in
the thinking and planning of the Hierarchy from the rest of
mankind. The evil must not be permitted or allowed to
triumph, but the unhappy and glamoured exponents of this
evil are loved, along with the rest of mankind. This is a
point which is hard for the illogical thinker to understand,
but it expresses most truly the attitude of the Christ and of
all who serve His cause.
With the focussed entrance of greed and of totalitarian
ruthlessness into the world arena, much that I had planned
and much that all of you were attempting to do, met with
frustration; the work of all disciples was in many ways greatly
hindered and handicapped, though not from the long range
vision, but only from the angle of short range action. I would
ask you to have this in mind. The vision stands even when
immediate action is blocked
Today it would appear, from all the indications and from
the dominant world trends, that the still unconquered greed
of certain of the more powerful nations is undeniably rampant, and that we are therefore facing another period of
frustration and of major world difficulty. Feeling against
Russia is running high among the Western Powers and is
largely her own fault, though it is primarily based upon two
main factors--one of them bad and the other good.
The bad reaction is based on the same old triplicity of
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fear, greed and jealousy and--from the angle of those three
phases of selfishness--is entirely justified. That fact, in itself,
supplies a major difficulty. Think this out.
The good reaction is based on the frustration of the idea
or concept of developing a unified peaceful world--a world
in which there would be no war and in which men could
live at peace with each other and in security, and in which
men everywhere could work, relatively unopposed, towards
right human relations. This super-world and this unified
humanity is a true ideal, but is not a feasible project.
Spiritual workers should face the various world alternatives:
1. An all-dominant Russia, whose regime would cover the
planet, enforcing her totalitarian interpretation of communistic doctrine (there is a right and true interpretation), refusing freedom to the individual in the interest of the State,
and--because of a low opinion of the human masses--everywhere standardizing her interpretation of democracy.
2. A world in which all nations live in an armed armistice,
in which distrust is forever rampant and in which science is
prostituted to the art of destruction. In this world an explosion must and will eventually take place which will destroy
humanity as once before it was destroyed, according to the
Bible and the other world Scriptures and the hierarchical
records.
3. A world in which the United States proves itself to be
the controlling factor, after wiping out Russia, which she can
well do if she acts now. It will be a predominantly capitalistic
world, run by several nations but headed by the United
States. A capitalistic nation is not necessarily wrong; capital
has its place, and Russia (the enemy of capitalism) is by no
means free from capitalistic bias. The motives of the United
States are very mixed motives: greed of money or its equivalent, such as oil, and at the same time sincerely good intentions for the establishment of human freedom in a democratic world--modeled, of course, on American democracy.
Other motives are an appreciation of the armed fist and, at
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the same time, a longing for economic sharing and for that
essential kindness which is such a strong American characteristic--a mass characteristic. These mixed motives will
produce eventually a very confused world, one in which it
will be found that humanity has learned very little as the
result of the World War (1914-1945) and is acquiescent to
the cycle of well-intentioned money control.
4. A world divided into "blocs" for mutual aid and economic sharing. Of this the proposed treaty between Great
Britain, France and the Benelux countries is a tentative
sample, though tainted by objectionable motives, from the
angle of the Hierarchy. Fear is the major factor producing
this treaty, but it has in it nevertheless the seeds of hope.
There is nothing intrinsically wrong in any group of nations
standing together for mutual aid and economic cooperation.
The wrong factor comes in when they stand united against
any other group of nations, and therefore against any group
of human beings. It is this attitude, engineered and fostered
by Russia, which has lead to the relatively new concept of
blocs against. Along this line, and with this attitude of antagonistic groupings, only disaster can lie.
Blocs in themselves can be good and proper if they follow lines of natural cleavages, of language differences and of
cultural distinctions. They can be essentially right if they are
formed for economic, educational, religious and social aims
and can therefore provide no true cause for alarm. Such
blocs would be cultural and not militaristic, economic and
not greedy, and they could provide a normal and progressive
movement away from the separative nationalism of the past
and towards the distant creation of the One World, and the
One Humanity. This will some day be seen, but the time is
not yet. Mankind is not ready for some super-government,
nor can it yet provide the unselfish and trained statesmen that
such a government would require. As yet, there are more
seeds of danger in this concept than there are of helpfulness.
Nevertheless, it is a dream which will some day materialize,
after the creation and the functioning of blocs have proved
how men should work and live together.
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The United Nations is still the hope of the world and can
remain so; it is a great field of experimentation, but is suffering today from an initial error. That error was the admitting
of a totalitarian Power into its nations. For seven long and
terrible years the Forces of Light had been fighting totalitarianism. In the early days of the post-war period the Nations compromised with principles and admitted Russia to
the United Nations. Had they proceeded to unite all the
other nations of the world on the sure ground of economic
reform, of needed national reorganization and of regional
groups (a better term than "blocs"), Russia would have been
forced to conform, for her very existence would have been at
stake. An initial error can lead to much trouble, and it is
this type of trouble which the United Nations today faces.
I have here given you the possibilities with which the
work is challenged and confronted, and again I must refuse
to foretell what will happen. It is not permitted. I have felt
it necessary to summarize the situation because it is in this
world that you and all men of goodwill will have to work for
the next twenty years; this period of settlement will not be an
easy one in which the disciples of the Christ have to prepare
for His appearance. The two decades ahead of you are those
in which you must bring to fruition the seeds which I have
planted. Though I shall not be actively and outwardly working with you or communicating with you as I have done over
the past thirty years, you will have my books (which will
then be finished) and the relation which I now hold to you
and to all the activities which I have helped you to inaugurate
will remain basically the same; it will be more subjective but
many in the world today know the means of reaching me.
The Christ, Whom I serve as a disciple, and the spiritual
Hierarchy, of which I am a member, are drawing steadily
nearer to humanity; in the past I have used the statement to
reassure you, "The Hierarchy stands"; today I say to you,
"The Hierarchy is near."
The work that must be done in the two coming decades
is as follows, and I shall not enlarge upon it because you have
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Master K.H. will assume the role of World Teacher in the
distant future when the Christ moves on to higher and more
important work than dealing with the consciousness of humanity. Next comes the Master Morya and His Ashram, because the whole procedure is projected from Shamballa, and
He is in close touch with that dynamic center. The Master R.,
as the Lord of Civilization, is necessarily closely involved in
this preparatory work, and also because He is what has been
called the Regent of Europe. Another Ashram is also very
deeply concerned in this work; I have, at times, referred to
the Master Who was responsible for the organization of
Labor. This work He began to do in the latter part of the
nineteenth century, but left it to carry forward of its own
momentum when Russia entered the field and laid an undue
emphasis upon the proletariat during the revolution and in
the later years of the first quarter of the twentieth century. I
(D.K.) am the fifth Master concerned in this special work
and am, as it were, the liaison officer between those active and
conscious disciples who are working in the world of outer
affairs and those directly responsible to the Christ for the
desired work of preparation. Certain disciples from these
five Ashrams or groups have been (and will be) especially
trained for the work of contacting the public.
The stimulation which can be given will be released at
the coming Full Moon. The five specialized energies are as
follows:
1. The Energy of Love-Wisdom. This energy always
has an effect upon every type of human being in the world.
Its effect is to stimulate the tendency towards goodwill and to
produce a mental development which can transmute the
knowledge--garnered down the ages--into wisdom. It is wisdom which is needed today. Those who are now attempting
to foster goodwill in themselves and others will be stimulated
into wise action. You can see, therefore, that the outpouring
of this energy is the first and greatest need. It can reach mankind because the Founders of all the world religions (I refer
not to their many diversifications) are banded together in
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heart is the defeat of totalitarianism. I do not say the defeat
of Communism, but the defeat of that evil process which
involves the imposition of ideas, and which can be the
method of the democratic nations and of the churches everywhere, just as much as it is the method of the U.S.S.R. This
we call totalitarianism. I would ask you to have this distinction clearly in your minds. Your material goal is the defeat
of all that infringes human free will and which keeps humanity in ignorance; it applies equally to any established system-Catholic or Protestant--which imposes its concepts and its
will upon its adherents. Totalitarianism is the basis of evil
today; it is found in all systems of government, of education;
it is found in the home and in the community. I refer not
here to the laws which make group relations sound, possible
and right; such laws are essential to community and national
well-being and are not totalitarian in nature. I refer to the
imposition of the will of the few upon the total mass of
the people. The defeat of this undesirable tendency everywhere is your definite material goal.
Your spiritual goal is the establishing of the Kingdom
of God. One of the first steps towards this is to prepare
men's minds to accept the fact that the reappearance of the
Christ is imminent. You must tell men everywhere that
the Masters and Their groups of disciples are actively working to bring order out of chaos. You must tell them that
there IS a Plan, and that nothing can possibly arrest the
working out of that Plan. You must tell them that the
Hierarchy stands, and that It has stood for thousands of
years, and is the expression of the accumulated wisdom of
the ages. You must tell them above all else that God is
love, that the Hierarchy is love, and that Christ is coming
because He loves humanity.
This is the message which you must give at this time.
And with this responsibility I leave you. Work, my brothers.
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ray) were necessary to make the needed impact upon the
public consciousness. There has been, and there still is, much
to destroy before the nations are reduced to the point where
they will become sensitive to the new vision, and able to recognize their need of each other.
It has been interesting to note how the idea of the controlled and beneficently applied power of those who work
with and through ideas has-during the past few yearsmaterialized on the physical plane through the medium of the
dictatorship of the proletariat, of the workers of a nation, as
set up in Russia. This has been subversive of the rule and control of the aristocracy, of the bourgeoisie and of the intelligentsia; it has glorified work and the workers, and has driven
out of the country (by death or exile) some of its best elements. Yet behind all the mistakes and cruelty, and behind
the rank materialism, there lie great ideals,-the supply of the
need of all, the beauty of mutual service, and the divinity of
constructive work.
In Germany, you have the dictatorship of racial superiority,
and the attempt to deify a race. Without humor and real
understanding, one race is preparing to dictate terms to other
races, by the weight of its thought and its achievements rather
than by war. Yet the ideal of a superman is a true ideal, and it
needs upholding before the world. Temporarily, it has been
forgotten that the superman is the goal for all, and that Asiatics, Nordics, Jews, Gentiles, Americans, and Anglo-Saxons,
the Africans and all other world races are children of the same
Father, fed from the same source of Life, and saved by the
same divine Christ principle. Therefore the superman has been
and will be found emerging out of the ranks of every people,
to find his way into the ranks of the Spiritual Hierarchy and
the New Group of World Servers.
In America, you have the dictatorship of organized business
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U.S.A...........6th ray of idealism........2nd ray of......"I light the
love.
Way."
Russia..........6th ray of idealism........7th ray of......"I link two
magic and
Ways."
order.
Austria.........5th ray of knowledge....4th ray of......"I serve the
art.
Lighted
Way."
Spain...........7th ray of order..............6th ray of...... "I disperse the
idealism.
clouds."
Brazil..........2nd ray of love..............4th ray of......."I hide the seed."
art.

A close analysis of the above will indicate certain lines of
racial understanding. There is a natural rapport indicated
between the modern and present personality ray of Germany and Great Britain, and yet a relationship can be seen
between France and Great Britain through their esoteric national mottoes and also between the two symbols which are
esoterically theirs. The symbol for France is the fleur de lys,
which she adopted centuries ago under divine guidance,
which symbol stands for the three divine aspects in manifestation. The emphasis is upon the third aspect, producing
intelligent manifestation. The symbol of Great Britain, under
the same divine apportioning, is the three feathers, carried as
the arms of the Prince of Wales. The scintillating and brilliant French intellect, with its scientific bent, is accounted
for by the interplay of the third Ray of Active Intelligence
with the fifth Ray of Scientific Understanding. Hence their
amazing contribution to the knowledge and thought of the
world, and their brilliant and colorful history. Be it remembered also that the glory of the empire which was France is
but the guarantee of a glory of divine revelation which lies
ahead in the future, but which will never be theirs till they
cease living in the wonder of their past and go forth into the
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future to demonstrate the fact of illumination, which is the
goal of all mental effort. When the intellect of the French
is turned towards the discovery and the elucidation of the
things of the spirit, then they will carry revelation to the
world. When their egoic ray dominates the third ray, and
when the separative action of the fifth ray is transmuted into
the revealing function of this ray, then France will enter into
a period of new glory. Her empire will then be of the mind,
and her glory of the soul.
It is obvious that the governing faculty is strongly the outstanding characteristic of Great Britain. England is an exponent of the art of control, and her function has been, as you
may realize, to produce the first tentative grouping of federated nations, and to demonstrate the possibility of such
grouping. The United States of America are doing a somewhat similar thing, and are fusing the nationals of many nations into one federated state with many subsidiary states instead of subsidiary nations. These two powers function in
this way and with this wide objective in order to give to the
planet, eventually, a system of groupings within one national
border or one empire, and yet with an international boundary
which will be symbolic of the coming new age technique in
government. The second Ray of Love or Attraction governs,
egoically, the British Empire, and there is a relation between
this fact and the fact that the sign Gemini governs both the
United States and London. The fluid, mercurial, intuitional
mind is closely allied with the divine aspect of love and understanding, producing attraction and interpretation.
It is interesting to note that the fourth Ray of Harmony
or Art, which will begin before long to come into power
again in its major aspect, is to be found prominent in the
destinies of India, Germany, Italy, Austria and Brazil, and
it is for this that there is so much preparatory turmoil in the
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three European countries. The sixth ray is potent in Russia,
the United States, Italy and Spain. It is the fanatical adherence to an ideal which is responsible also for the potent
changes in these four countries: in Germany and Italy, as
we have seen, the harmonizing power of the fourth ray is
also seen. Hence we have in all these countries a process of
breaking down, and of destruction of old forms, prior to an
adequate responsiveness to the influence of the incoming ray.
It should be remembered that as with individuals, so with
nations,-the reaction to an increasing influence of the egoic
ray is ever accompanied by a breaking down period, but
this demonstration of destruction is but temporary and preparatory.
India hides the light, and that light, when released upon
the world and revealed to humanity, will bring about harmony in the form aspect, for things will be clearly seen as
they are and freed from glamour and illusion; this harmonizing light is sorely needed in India itself, and when it has
been manifested it will bring about the right functioning of
the first Ray of Power or Government. The will of the people will be seen in the light. It is in this connection that Great
Britain emerges into renewed activity, for her personality ray
and India's egoic ray are the same. Many British people are
subjectively linked with India, by past incarnations and association, and the quarrel between Great Britain and India is
largely a family affair in the deeper sense of the term, and
hence its bitterness-the bitterness of an elder brother who
sees the younger usurping his prerogatives. Today many British administrators are finding their way back to their own
home land, little as they may realize it, there to work out
that which they initiated in other lives and bodies. As you
may know, there is a close link between the fourth and the
second rays, and this again emerges in the relationship be-
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tween England and India, and a destiny is there which must
be jointly worked out.
The static stabilizing tendency of Germany, showing, for
instance, in her futile effort to preserve a purity of race now
impossible, is due to her first ray personality, whilst her
fourth ray egoic force is responsible for her effort to standardize and harmonize all the elements within her borders, to
the exclusion, however, of the Hebrew race. With the problem of the Jew I will deal later. Germany cannot help herself,
for though the first ray is not in manifestation as we understand the term, yet the bulk of the egos now in power in
Germany are on the first subray of the seven different rays,
and hence they are from one dominant angle the transmitters of first ray force. A hint is here given. It is for this
reason therefore that Great Britain can contact the German
race and handle the German psychology more understandingly than can Russia, Italy or France. They share similar
qualities, and one of the services therefore that England can
render at this time is to come to the aid of world peace, and
so live up to the motto, "I serve," by acting as a mediator.
A careful analysis of the idealism of Russia and of the
United States may reveal no resemblances in the goal of their
idealism, for the Russian is driven by his seventh ray soul
towards the imposition of an enforced ceremonial of ordered
rhythms, leading to an idealized order and community of interests. Because of this, and because of the enforced magical
work, some forces are present and active in Russia which
need most careful handling by the Brotherhood of Light;
they are not exactly, on the white side, as it is called, but are
concerned with the magic of form, whereas pure white magic
concerns only the soul or subjective aspect. The black forces,
so called, are nowhere rampant in Russia any more than elsewhere in the world, but the Russian reaction and attitude to
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enforced rule and order has in it more of the magical seventh
ray influence than is the case in other countries, such as Germany, which also enforces a standardized order and rule of
life.
You will note that of the major nations only Brazil, Great
Britain and the United States of America are definitely under
the influence of the second ray. An interesting fact emerges
as we consider this grouping. Great Britain is the custodian
of the wisdom aspect of the second ray force for the Aryan
race, so called. The United States fulfills the same office for
the sixth or coming subrace, which is the germ race for the
future sixth great race, whilst Brazil will function as the
leading division of the great sixth race. These three races embody the attractive cohesive aspect of the second ray, and
will demonstrate it through wisdom and wise government,
based on idealism and love. The United States will therefore
represent a fusion of races, with the Anglo-Saxon element
dominating. Brazil will later represent the best of that which
the Latin races have eventually to give. This presented fusion
will be considered from the angle of the ray types and the
basic unfolding principles, and not from the angle of culture
and civilization.
Great Britain therefore represents the aspect of mind
which expresses itself in intelligent government, based eventually on just loving understanding. This, I say, is the ideal before her, but not the fulfilled achievement. The United States
represents the intuitive faculty, expressing itself as illumination and the power to fuse and blend. Brazil (or rather what
that country will then be called, for the time of this expression lies thousands of years ahead) will represent a linking
interpreting civilization, based on the unfoldment of the abstract consciousness, which is a blend of the intellect and the
intuition, and which reveals the wisdom aspect of love in its
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beauty. But the period of the development of this great civilization lies too far ahead to make speculation possible.
It is too dangerous for me, in these days of upset and of
difficulty, to express myself more definitely as to the future
lines of unfoldment. The destiny and future functioning of
the nations lie hid in the present activity. The readers of this
treatise are, in the majority of cases, far too nationalistic in
their viewpoint, and too deeply engrossed with the prime
importance of their own nation and of its supreme significance, for me to be able to do more than generalize and to
indicate the major lines of progress. The r“le of the prophet
is too dangerous, for destiny lies in the hands of the peoples,
and no one knows exactly what way they will take to reach
their goal. The inevitability of that goal is assured, as is the
ultimate achieving of it, but the incidents of travel cannot be
revealed, but lie hid in the racial karma. The time has not yet
come when the majority of the people of any race can see
the picture as a whole and be permitted to know the part
their particular nation must play in the history of nations.
Every nation, without exception (and this is a platitude
which it is seldom fruitful to repeat), has its peculiar virtues
and vices. These are dependent upon:
1. The point in evolution.
2. The measure of the control of the personality ray.
3. The emerging control of the egoic ray.
4. The polarization of the nation.
It is useful to bear in mind, when considering the nations,
that some are negative and feminine and some positive and
masculine. India, France, the United States of America, Russia and Brazil are all feminine and constitute the nurturing
mother aspect. They are feminine in their psychology,-intuitve, mystical, sensitive, alluring, beautiful, fond of display
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and color, and with the faults of the feminine aspect, such
as the laying of too much emphasis upon the material aspect
of life, upon pageantry, upon possessions, and upon money
as a symbol of that which connotes the form side. They
mother and nurture civilization and ideas.
China, Germany, Great Britain and Italy are masculine
and positive; they are mental, political, governing, standardizing, group-conscious, occult, aggressive, full of grandeur,
interested in law and in laying the emphasis upon race and
empire. But they are more inclusive and think in wider terms
than the feminine aspects of divine manifestation. The reader
would find it useful to consult an earlier tabulation which I
gave (see Pages 382-383), and consider the higher and lower
expressions of the rays, noting how they work out in relation
to the rays personal and egoic of the different nations. Take
for instance the emergence into manifestation of the egoic
ray of the German nation. Its lower expression is that of
architectural construction, and can be seen at this time making
its presence felt in the new and modern style in building. Its
higher expression is not yet to be noted, but Germany some
day will give out to the world a sound form of hierarchical
government. It is interesting to note that the higher expression of the egoic ray of France (the fifth) is already being
evidenced. The scientific interest shown in psychism and psychology is a reaction to that ray of influence, and though
it is as yet only indicated, the guarantee of the future is contained therein. The sixth raw influence governing the personality or form aspect of the United States of America is
abundantly evidenced in its diversified religions and in the
national aptitude for idealistic organization; the second ray,
the egoic ray, is also making its presence felt, and we have
the consequent interest shown in the phenomena and truth
of the reality of initiation.
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The analysis of the ray characteristics given earlier can be
applied to the nations and countries of the world also, and
it will therefore be seen how the many septennates of nature,
having their roots in the primary septennate of rays, can be
dealt with under the Law of Correspondences with amazingly interesting results.
Intuitional relations and the major intellectual cleavages
are based on the governing ray influences. Spain, Austria and
France, being governed by the seventh, fifth and third rays,
have a close interrelation, and this worked out most interestingly in the Middle Ages when the destinies of these three
nations seemed closely to interlink. The newly forming country of the United States is likewise esoterically and intimately
associated, in its form aspect, with Brazil, Russia and Italy,
and hence the early influx of Russians and Italians into
America, and hence also the pull of the South American
countries upon the American consciousness and the growth
of the ideal of Pan-America.
These relations are all on the form side and emerge out
of the personality rays. Many such relations will appear if
the countries and their rays are subjected to a careful scrutiny. The ray of attraction or inclusiveness (Ray II), the
ray of electrical phenomena (Ray III), and the fifth ray of
intellect are potentially very active at this time as they are
all in incarnation, and the incoming seventh ray is slowly
and surely-in spite of appearances-imposing order and hierarchical control upon the planet. It must be remembered that
all natural processes are rightly slow in their tempo, or the
effects would be too destructive. The effect of these influences is felt in the following sequential order:
1. The sensing of an ideal.
2. The formulation of a theory.
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ruled and conditioned by Libra and this will be increasingly
the case. The subject is too vast and too important for me
to do more than indicate lines of approach. A cursory handling of the problem is of no real usefulness. In this transition period through which the world is now passing and in
this interlude between two activities--that of the Piscean
Age which is passing and that of Aquarius which is coming
in--Libra will eventually rule and the end of this century
will see the influence of Libra steadily coming into pronounced control and into a position of power in the planetary horoscope. There is, therefore, no need for real
anxiety.
A certain relationship or configuration of stars--of
which one is the star Regulus, in Leo--will bring about a
situation wherein the re-orientation of the attitude of the
legal profession will take place; its functions and duties will
be centralized for the purpose of world usefulness, and in
this process legislation for children will assume great importance and be the motivating power. This legal step will
be primarily advocated by Russia and endorsed by the
United States of America. Before 2035 A.D. such legislation will be universal in its sphere of influence and control.
All this will come about because Libra rules the present
interlude and might be regarded as "the master of no-man's
land," as one of the Masters of the Wisdom called it lately.
A study of The Bhagavad Gita and of Arjuna's problem
when he sat down in despair between the two opposing
armies will be found most illuminating in connection with
Libra. The great battle which is related in that ancient
scripture of India really took place in the first instance in
mid-Atlantean days and in the sign Libra. The major conflict of this present, Aryan period is being waged upon a
higher turn of the spiral and is under the influence of Scorpio.
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There is another point of interest to which I wish to
refer and it is one which is little realized by the average
occult student. I refer to the outlets of planetary energy
through the means of which great and general effects are
produced in the external, planetary life. In this fifth rootrace, there are only five such outlets as far as effects on
humanity are concerned; man's responsiveness to them, is
demonstrated by the fact of their relative importance in
conditioning world events and world affairs. Wherever
one of these outlets for spiritual force is found, there will
also be found a city of spiritual importance in the same
location. These five points are:
1. London.--For the British Empire.
2. New York.--For the Western Hemisphere.
3. Geneva.--For all of Europe, including the U.S.S.R.
4. Tokyo.--For the far East.
5. Darjeeling.--For all of central Asia and India.
Later, two more points or outlets for energy will be added
to these but the time is not yet. Through these five places
and areas in their neighborhood, the energy of five rays
pours forth, conditioning the world of men, leading to
effects of planetary significance and determining the trend
of events. A study of history and of current affairs will
produce some understanding of their importance in connection with four of them. The effect of the force flowing
through the Darjeeling center is not so immediately apparent but it is of major importance as a distributing agency
for the Hierarchy and particularly for those Members of
the Hierarchy who are dealing with and influencing current
human affairs in this time of momentous crisis.
These five points of conditioning energy produce two
triangles of force in their inter-relation:
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and endeavored to salvage human freedom--political, religious and economic.
I would also point out in passing that the two major
divisions of the world--the Occident and the Orient--are
also governed by certain ray energies, as follows:
The Occident...................Soul Ray.........................Ray II
Personality Ray..............Ray IV
The Orient.......................Soul Ray.........................Ray IV
Personality Ray..............Ray III

I would remind you that we are in a period of shifting rays
and that they change both for individuals and nations, for
hemispheres and planets. All can move off a minor ray on
to a major if destiny decrees. A study of the above tabulation will give much light to the inter-human relation. Three
great countries hold the destiny of humanity in their hands
at this time: The United States of America, Great Britain
and Russia. Great fusing, racial experiments are going on
in all these lands; the rule of the people is being developed
in all of them though it is as yet in an embryonic stage. In
Russia it is being retarded by a dictatorship which will
shortly end; in the States by corrupt politics and in Great
Britain by ancient imperialistic tendencies. But democratic
principles are being developed, if not controlling; religious
unity is being established though it is not yet functioning
and all three countries are learning very rapidly, though the
United States at present is learning the most slowly.
The Occident and the Orient are linked through the
personality ray of the Occident and the egoic ray of the
Orient and this indicates eventual understanding once the
second ray occidental soul becomes the dominant factor.
When these various relationships are somewhat grasped by
the peoples of the world you will get the clue to the various
happenings taking place today and will understand the goal
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to plan, there are three great fusing energies or vital
centers present upon our planet:
a. Russia, fusing and blending eastern Europe and
western and northern Asia.
b. The United States (and later South America)
fusing and blending central and western Europe
and the entire western hemisphere.
c. The British Empire, fusing and blending races and
men throughout the entire world.
In the hands of these nations lies the destiny of the
planet. These are the three major world blocs from the
consciousness angle and from the angle of world synthesis. Other and lesser nations will participate in the
process with full independence and cooperation, voluntarily and through the perfecting of their national life
in the interests of the whole of humanity, and through
the desire to express and preserve their soul integrity
and their purified national purpose (which purification
is now going on). The keynote, however, of human
living will be struck by Russia, Great Britain and the
United States--not because of their power, their historical past and their material resources or territorial
extent but because they are in a position to fuse and
blend the many types, because they are far-visioned in
their world purpose, because they are not basically
selfish in their intent, and because the government of
the peoples reaches down into the depths of each nation
and is fundamentally for the people. Their basic Constitution, Magna Charta and Bill of Rights are human.
Other nations will be gradually swept into line with
these fundamental spiritual requirements, or--if they
are already based on these human principles and not on
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to evoke the ancient gods, to deify the forms of matter and
to make the state the supreme end of men's lives; the spirit
of love and of individual right relations are not known-those relations which are so basically characteristic of the
Kingdom of God.
The completely atheistic approach of Russia to the
problem of religion at the time of, and during the period
of, the revolution is much more sound than the German
approach. The spirit of man in its essential divinity can be
trusted to arise unhurt from the experience in answer to
the call of the undying spirit. This call can sound forth
clearly in a void and be evoked by time and circumstance-unopposed if the only difficulty with which it is confronted
is the spirit of agnosticism and an attitude of questioning.
But the imposition of the ancient myths in an effort to still
the demand for truth and the carefully planned attack upon
the Christ of the world is dangerous, evil, and will cause
retrogression. Of these, the rulers of Germany were guilty.
They did not succeed in quenching the spiritual life of
the nation because religion in Germany was not corrupt as
it was in Russia and needed not such a drastic purification.
These are points which thinkers would do well to remember.
In mystical Russia, the seeds of the spiritual life are emerging to fresh beauty and a triumphant religious ideal is on its
way to manifest; in Germany, ancient crystallized forms of
belief are met with something more ancient still and the
combination of world dislike and decadent forms will make
the lot of the German people one of great tragedy. In the
consequent struggle for that which is spiritually alive and
in the effort to regain belief in the realities of divine revelation, and in the determination to right the evil wrought by
her rulers to the world, Germany may some day regain the
expression of soul life. To this end, she must be first re-
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success are not dependent upon the possession of things
or upon material good. That idea is the mistake of
organized labor as it fights and strikes for more money
in order to live more richly; it is also the mistake of
the general public as it reacts to the action of labor,
for it rebels against the curtailment of the steady inflow
of material goods. Humanity has made this mistake for
untold ages, and has erred grievously in its emphasis
upon that which benefits the form. This is the good
in the Russian position as it wars on capitalism and lays
an emphasis upon education. However, its ruthlessness
and cruelty and (above all else) its suppression of the
rights of the individual citizen to certain of the essential freedoms may eventually negate the beauty and the
hope of the initial idealism. Russia is right in her idealism, but terribly and basically wrong in her techniques.
The United States and Great Britain are at a midway
point. They have a vision but know not how to materialize it and make it true, for they favor not (and
rightly) a totalitarian regime. The capitalistic spirit
and the latent fascism of the United States are at this
time a definite menace to world peace, and the capitalists
are blocking the efforts of the men of goodwill. Great
Britain is at present impotent, financially ruined, her
old imperialistic policies entirely in the discard, and her
people discouraged; she is therefore so preoccupied
with the struggle to live (and she will live) that there
is little time, interest or energy left to make the vision
true.
There is, as you know, always a correspondence between the
individual man and the world of men as a whole. Just as
today practically every human being has something wrong
with him physically--eyes, ears, teeth or bodily ills of some

through their greed, their determination to own the resources of the earth (such as oil, mineral wealth and food)
and thus keep the people weak and with inadequate food.
These men, who are found in every nation, thoroughly understand each other and are working together in great
combines to exploit the riches of the earth at the expense
of humanity.
Russia is today singularly free of such men, so I refer
not here to that vast country, as many of her enemies might
surmise. Russia is making great mistakes but they are the
mistakes of a fanatical ideologist or of a gangster who
sins because of ignorance through immaturity or in fury
at the evil things with which he is surrounded. This is something totally different to the evil with which I have been
dealing, and it will not last, because Russia will learn; these
others do not learn.
I have used the above illustration so as to make my
theme somewhat clearer. The whole problem of evil is,
however, too vast to contemplate here, nor is it advisable
or wise to discuss the source of evil (not of imperfection),
the Black Lodge. Energy follows thought, and the spoken
word can be potently evocative; therefore, until one is a
member of the Great White Lodge, it is the part of wisdom
to avoid consideration of forces potent enough intelligently
to use the latent imperfection in humanity and to impose
the vast evil of war, with all its results and far-reaching
effects, upon humanity. The Black Lodge is the problem
of the White Lodge, and not the problem of humanity; for
aeons the Hierarchy has handled this problem, and is now
in process of solving it. It is essentially, however, the main
consideration and problem of Shamballa, for it is connected
with the will aspect and only the will-to-good will suffice
to blot out and annihilate the will-to-evil. Goodwill will not
suffice, though the united and invocative appeal of the
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The World Tension Analyzed
The tension in the world today,* particularly in the
Hierarchy, is such that it will produce another and perhaps
ultimate world crisis, or else such a speeding up of the
spiritual life of the planet that the coming in of the longlooked-for New Age conditions will be amazingly hastened.
I would have you consider carefully what I have said here,
remembering what I have told you in the past anent points
of tension. This present tension constitutes a major problem
for the disciple in training, and therefore our particular
theme in this instruction is peculiarly apposite.
There is a great deal of glamour in the world today and
a great deal of that glamour is concentrated in Russia, owing
to the youth and the basic political inexperience of that
people. The United States of America is also young and
inexperienced but not to the same extent as are the Russian people. Today, the Russians are suffering from the
glamour of power, the glamour of planning, the glamour of
what they consider a great ideal (and such it is), the glamour
of prestige and the inevitable--but ephemeral--glamour of
totalitarianism. It is this same totalitarianism which also
constitutes their weakest point because it leads inexorably
to a revolt of the human spirit. That human spirit is to be
found in Russia to exactly the same extent as it is to be
found in any other country in the world.
Freedom is an essentially spiritual attribute, underlying
the entire evolutionary process; this should always be remembered as a strengthening and conditioning reality by
all men everywhere. It has survived aeons of opposition
from the principle of enslaving selfishness and is largely
responsible, at this time, for the struggle in which we are all
participating.
The country which is the most free from selfishness
today is Great Britain; she is experienced, old, and therefore mature in her thinking; she has learnt much in a relatively short time and her judgment is sound. The most
---------*Written in April 1947
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selfish country in the world today is France, with the United
States (though along totally different lines) running her a
close second; both are materially selfish and capitalistically
engrossed. Russia is also selfish but it is the selfishness of a
fanatical ideal, held by an immature, a too young a people.
The selfishness of the United States is also due to youth,
but it will eventually yield to experience and to suffering;
there is--fortunately for the soul of this great people--much
suffering in store for the United States. The selfishness of
France is less excusable; France too is old and experienced;
again and again she has been the victim of the armed forces
of Germany and cries aloud to the world about it. France
forgets that she frequently over-ran central Europe in the
Middle Ages, and the Napoleonic conquests are relatively
modern history. Her evil destiny (as she regards it) does,
nevertheless, give her the opportunity to become spiritual
in her life and attitudes, instead of grossly and intellectually
(though brilliantly) material. She has not yet learned her
lesson, and as yet shows little inclination to do so. Strain,
economic privations and anxiety may teach her; the result
will be stability.
In the hands of the United States, Great Britain and
Russia, and also in the hands of France, lies the destiny of
the world disciple, Humanity. Humanity has been passing
through the tests which are preparatory to the first initiation;
they have been hard and cruel and are not yet entirely over.
The Lords of Karma (four in number) are today working
through these four Great Powers; it is, however, a karma
which seeks to liberate, as does all karma. In the coming
crisis, true vision and a new freedom, plus a wider spiritual
horizon may be attained. The crisis, if rightly handled, need
not again reach the ultimate horror.
The area of difficulty--as is well known--is the Near
East and Palestine. The Jews, by their illegal and terroristic
activities, have laid a foundation of great difficulty for those
who are seeking to promote world peace. As a Jewish member of my Ashram pointed out (and I commend him on his
soul vision), the Jews have partially again opened the door
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to the Forces of Evil, which worked originally through
Hitler and his evil gang. The "sealing" of that door had not
been successfully accomplished, and it is the part of wisdom
to discover this in time. These Forces of Evil work through
a triangle of evil, one point of which is to be found in the
Zionist Movement in the United States, another in central
Europe, and the third in Palestine. Palestine is no longer a
Holy Land and should not be so regarded.
I would have you bear these points in mind while you
investigate the world picture. This picture is taking shape
and warrants recognition. It involves the Jews (who are not
a nation but a religious group) the Near East and Russia.
In the maps which are to be found in the Archives of the
spiritual Hierarchy, the entire area of the Near East and
Europe--Greece, Yugoslavia, Turkey, Palestine, the Arab
States, Egypt and Russia--are under a heavy overshadowing
cloud. Can that cloud be dissipated by the right thinking
and planning of Great Britain, the United States and the
majority of the United Nations or--must it break in disaster
over the world? Will it present a task too hard for correct
handling by that inexperienced disciple--Humanity?
In what I have written above you have the picture of
the true situation; it is one which finds Great Britain temporarily weakened and ineffective (except for the clear
thinking of her people and her political maturity); it finds
the United States, unused to power, somewhat arrogant, with
a strong superiority complex, inexperienced and yet at the
same time exceedingly well-intentioned and fundamentally
sound. It is the mass of the people who are sound in their
thinking and not their representatives in Congress.
It is not for me to tell you what will happen, although
the Hierarchy knows. Humanity must (as must all disciples)
be left entirely free to settle its own destiny. Humanity has
not yet learned the difficult lesson which all disciples have to
master: the lesson of the dual life of the man whose soul is
functioning and whose physical brain is constantly aware of
this fact.
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animated entirely by goodwill) will lift humanity on to
higher levels of consciousness, thus laying the foundation
for that time when humanity on a large scale can pass
through the Transfiguration Initiation. Steps in this direction are already being laid and the existence of the press,
the radio and the rapid means of transportation have done
much to further the revelation of that unity and that
Oneness which is the major characteristic of the Universal
Mind.
These developments can be regarded as the initial
steps of the initiatory process for the third initiation--far
ahead as that initiation may lie for the mass of men. It is
unification and a growing sense of oneness which is required in order to take this initiation, and it is the integrated personality which takes it. The major sin of Russia,
and that which has prostituted and warped the initial divine impulse underlying the ideology of that country, is
the determination she demonstrates at this time to be separative and to shut the Russian people away from world contact, using the implements of deception and the withholding
of information. It is not the totalitarian nature of the
Russian government which is the prime disaster; it is the
refusal to develop the universal consciousness. Many governments today are totalitarian in nature, either openly or
subtly, but--at the same time--their peoples have free
access to press and radio and are not kept in ignorance of
world events. Russia is drifting into a pronounced expression of the great heresy of separateness. There lies her
problem--a problem which is refused recognition by her
rulers.
The existence of a closed mind on a national scale is
dangerous in the extreme, just as the individual is in a
dangerous "state of mind" when he closes it to world contact, world news and world understanding, and when he
refuses to admit new ideas and new modes of behavior.
Fortunately, the influence of this fifth ray energy--which
is always present, whether the ray is in incarnation or not-is steadily leading humanity towards illumination.
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This ray energy operates always in connection with
the Law of Cleavages. Today, tremendous cleavages between the past and the present are in order. The importance
of this statement is to be found in the fact that--for the
first time in human history--humanity is aware of cleavage
at the time it is being brought about. Hitherto cleavages
have been noted during an historical retrospect. Today, all
men everywhere are conscious of the fact that the old
order, the old cultures and civilizations are rapidly passing away and they are universally clamoring for the new.
Everywhere men are laying the foundation for the new
order, the coming of which is threatened only by one
country, Russia, owing to its separativeness (and not because
of its ideology), and by one world group in every country,
those guilty of financial greed and consequent aggressiveness.
Before humanity can pass through the Transfiguration Initiation the new world order must be functioning
and the coming civilization must be at its height. It is useless for me to consider with you this third initiation in
connection with humanity as a whole or its preparatory or
subsequent initiatory process. All this lies too far ahead
for even advanced humanity to consider; there are, however, senior disciples who are preparing for this initiation,
just as there are a few who are passing through the initiatory process, prior to taking the fourth initiation.
The outstanding expression of this fifth ray energy
can be seen in the rapid formulating of the many ideologies
which have taken place since the year 1900. Such words as
Fascism, Communism, National Socialism, Socialism as the
British accept it, and the names of many schools of psychology and philosophy, were unknown one hundred years
ago; today they are the common talk and phrases of the
man in the street. The inflow of this mental energy into
the world of men, the attainment in consciousness of mental ability by many thousands, and the achievement of
mental polarization by aspirants all the world over, are
all due to the activity of this fifth ray energy; this may be
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is not expressed through such activities as those of Alexander the Great, Julius Caesar, Napoleon or Hitler, but
by those who see life, humanity and the world as one
united whole, interrelated, cooperative and harmonized.
Those who struggle for this world unity, and who educate
the race in the Principles of Harmony and of right human
relations, will some day be recognized as the true heroes.
The factor that must and will relate the Principle of
Conflict to the expression of harmony and bring about the
new world order, the new civilization and culture, is the
trend and the voice of public opinion, and the opportunity
offered to people everywhere to bring about social security
and right human relations. It is not the government of
any nation which will bring this about, but the innate
rightness of the people themselves when they have been
educated to see the issues clearly, the relationships which
should be established, and the immense subjective unity of
mankind. This will not come about without an intensive
period of planned education, of a truly free press and
radio--both free to speak the exact truth and to present
the facts as they occur, without being controlled or influenced by governmental interference, pressure groups, religious organizations, or by any dictating parties or dictators.
The sin of the Roman Catholic Church is its effort to
dictate to people what they should think--theologically and
politically--what they should do, read and wear; this, to
a still greater extent, is the crime of Russia. The mass of
the people in the strictly Catholic countries are not as
free in their thinking as are those living in the Protestant
lands; the Russian people know no freedom and have no
opportunity to form their own point of view; commercial
interests and expediency impose restrictions in other countries. By means of these sources of control, the growth of
true understanding is prevented, distorted or stunted.
Curiously enough, the intention of the dictating agents, in
both the Catholic Church and in Russia, is basically good;
they believe that the uneducated masses are not fitted to
decide for themselves what they should hear, think or
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it will be long before there is any basic synthesis or harmony. There lies her problem, and unfortunately she lacks
pure disinterested leadership; as is the case elsewhere in
the world, party politics and religious cleavages condition
her many peoples. The soul energy of India is that of the
Will to Power or government, but that spiritual energy
will not come into true activity until she has resolved her
many differences and has returned to the old ways of spiritual understanding and of enlightened wisdom which distinguished her many centuries ago. India has nearly lost
the light, but when she has passed through the coming
points of crisis, and has achieved a point of united tension,
then she will find the door or point of emergence into light.
The ray governing the soul expression of the German
race is that of Harmony through Conflict, but her materialistic personality, focused in the emotional nature and
not yet under control of the soul, is conditioned by the
first Ray of Power. Germany as a nation is too young, immature, and negative to realize the true uses of power; she
lacks the wisdom to use power, and her sense of inferiority
(based on youth) leads her to misuse it when she has it.
The German race is very old, and the German leaders during the past one hundred years have confused racial issues
and national ambitions. Races are basically subjective, and
nations are basically objective. Their leaders have permitted
the ideal of power (which is a great spiritual responsibility)
to lead them to make the Germanic race synchronize with
the German nation. It was this immaturity and this misguided and almost childish ambition which set the Principle of Conflict operating violently through the world war
(1914-1945) in order to bring to an end the increasing
nationalism of Germany and of all the nations. Great
Britain is at the point of emergence from the nationalistic
thoughtform; the United States and Russia are arriving-the first at the point of tension where the concept is concerned, and the other at the point of crisis. Germanys
point of crisis and of tension led to the explosion of the
world war; nevertheless, after due process of pain, of re-
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The energy of the soul
. . . Ray of Love-Wisdom . . . Ray II
The energy of the personality . . . .Ray of Idealism
. . . Ray VI
The energy relating the two . . . Ray of Harmony
through conflict
. . . Ray IV

These Rays--2,4,6--are all on the second line of spiritual
energy and lack all the stiffening and strengthening qualities
of the first line of ray energy--1,3,5,7--which are governed by Will or Power. The American civilization, with
all its clamor of youthful precocity, is in reality the heir
of the passing sixth ray civilization, the Piscean; therefore,
you have here the reason for the tendency of the American
people to adopt violently conditioning idealisms and ideologies. It is the idealistic tendency in conflict with pronounced materialistic trends of this particular modern era
which will finally evoke the harmony which will liberate
the spirit of America, which will reveal to its people that
it is one world and which will enable the people of this
land to harmonize with the rest of the world and draw
forth the loving response of other nations. It is for this that
the men of goodwill must work.
Russia is, if you could but realize it, a battleground
today within her own sealed walls. Her iron curtain is to
Russia what the Monroe Doctrine was to the American
people. In connection with all the three Great Powers-the U.S.S.R., the U.S.A. and the U.K.--certain major conflicts are being specifically precipitated; these will fundamentally affect the destiny of humanity. These three nations
constitute the three points of a most potent world triangle
of energy, and once there is a free circulation and a true
understanding established between them, then world peace
will be assured and the Christ can come. This understanding and this free harmony (if I may use such a term) will
come as the result of each of the three Nations arriving
at a real measure of internal harmony as a result of its
own particular conflict, and then moving forward in an
effort to harmonize with each other and the rest of the
world.
Russia has the same personality ray as the United
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States and her seventh ray soul (conditioned by the Ray of
Order) is closely related to the personality ray of Great
Britain, the first Ray of Will or Power; the will aspect of
divinity works out on the physical plane as the seventh
Ray of Order or of conformity to the inner divine will.
The interior problem of the U.S.S.R. is the conflict
raging between the imposed arrogant will of a handful
of powerful dictators and the fluid, unstable and ignorant
reaction of a people from whom the truth is constantly
withheld; they therefore have to fight blindly for their freedom, to fight instinctively and without knowledge of the
facts. They are not yet waging a successful fight.
The point, however, which is of major importance to
us is the recognition that each of these three nations is
distinguished by:
a. A similarity of problem.
b. A battleground which is leading to the formation
of a triangle of relationships brought about through
the Principle of Conflict.
The similarity of problems consists in the fact that each
of these three nations is essentially composite in nature
and is formed by an amalgamation of many nations, of
many peoples speaking many different languages, and is
consequently staging a great experiment in fusion.
1. The U.K. is the nucleus or the living germ of the
British Commonwealth of Nations wherein a great experiment in free government is being tried out; this gives complete internal freedom and choice to each related Dominion,
plus an equally complete and free interrelationship. The
Dominions are all of them independent nations, but belong
to a united Commonwealth; a pattern is thereby presented
for world consideration.
2. The U.S.A is a fusing center wherein all nationalities
are represented and are being slowly blended into a miniature One Humanity. A great experiment in right relationships is being undertaken and is making real progress. A
culture and a civilization will emerge which will be the
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result of right human relations and which can provide a
world pattern in relationships. I refer here to the presentation of democracy. There is nothing satisfactory yet in the
presentation of the dreamed-of democracy. France and
Great Britain are equally democratic, and more successful
because more mature and experienced, but the "melting
pot" of the U.S.A. will provide eventually the outstanding
experiment in right relations because of its many races
and nationalities--all blended together within the borders
of one country.
3. The U.S.S.R. is also seeking to blend and unite into
one great national project many diverse nations and races
--European and Asiatic--and the effort is still largely
embryonic. In Russia a world ideology is being wrought
out which (when proven) can be presented to the world
as a model system; this, however, will not come as a result
of dictatorship, nor can it be presented aggressively to the
world. Russia is in reality--whether she realizes it or not at
present--undertaking a great experiment in education and,
in spite of evil methods and sinning against the soul of
human freedom, eventually this educational process will
prove convincing to the world and provide a world model.
This can only take place when the present group of dictators and arrogant men have passed away or been forced out
of power by an awakening people.
In these three great nations, therefore, the three major
divine aspects are being brought into manifestation, thus
laying the foundation for the new world order. All three
are of equal importance.
In Great Britain--right human government--Will or Power
In the U.S.A. --right human relations --Love-Wisdom
In the U.S.S.R. --right use of the mind
--Intelligence

This must be remembered and taught, and men of goodwill everywhere should work for a closer relationship between these three peoples. These three points of a divine
triangle of energy should not be isolated points, each holding
its own point of tension; they should be related points,
each point distributing strengthening energy to the other
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points and admitting a free circulation between all points
around the triangle.
These great world problems are also being worked out
in each of these three nations:
1. In Great Britain, the problem of socialism is being
resolved and the sound judgment of the people will eventually balance the two conditions of a socialist programme
and free enterprise; this needs doing, for the extreme position in either case is untenable. This today presents a conflict which all the world is watching. The transition period
between group living (in the true and spiritual sense) and
the present and past period of an intense individualism is
not easy, and in Great Britain the whole matter is being
put to the test. The bridge will be built.
2. In the U.S.A. you have the problem of the relationship between capital and labor awaiting solution; the conflict is fierce but a compromise will eventually be worked
out if capital concedes certain arrogant powers, recognizes
the rights of other human beings and demonstrates less
selfish greed, and if labor will work with less selfishness,
prove less exacting and evince a more understanding spirit.
The bridge between these two great groups must and will
be built.
3. In the U.S.S.R. you have the problem of the leveling
of the masses in all classes; this leveling has produced a
low standard of living and the work to be done is to raise
more than to bridge. This leveling produces serious conflict and one that is little realized by those who cannot
penetrate into the sealed citadel which is Russia. It is really
a conflict between the mounting human spirit and the force
of the totalitarian regime which seeks to hold it down, killing individualism. The innate strength of the human spirit
to rise has never yet failed, and this conflict will prove the
agent in harmonizing many factors.
Within the comity of nations, certain of them have
ever been prime agents for producing conflict. This is
largely owing to their fiery temperament and their strong
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of the United Nations Assembly is to be found in the decisions which they made and may make concerning Palestine.
The test, as far as the nations are concerned, lies in
their willingness to give refuge to the Jews, and such a
refuge would have been offered if the partitioning of Palestine had been refused. The unwillingness of the nations
to admit the Jews (though many have willingly offered),
and particularly the refusal of the United States to admit
them, is separative, wrong and based upon political expediency. The test, as far as the United Nations is concerned,
was whether they would endorse partition, and thus perpetuate the spirit of aggression and territorial greed, against
which the Forces of Light were arrayed in the last war.
The United Nations has already made a major mistake by
their original admittance of Russia--a totalitarian power,
as was Germany--to their councils. Now they have made
another. In the first mistake they precipitated into the
United Nations the element of conflict and that spirit of
"fanatical imposition" which is distinctive of the totalitarian
ideology; in this second case, through the endorsement of
partition, they perpetuate the ancient technique of taking
what is wanted (with force of arms, if necessary) from the
rightful owners. It was a test for the United States, for it is
the American Jews who have created the situation, with
relatively little help or endorsement from the Jews of other
nations. The United States, urged by expediency, by the
financial weight of the Zionists, and by the strategic position of Palestine, have thrown the weight of their influence
into the conflict on the side of aggression and of territorial
theft. They could have worked for the Principle of Harmony and permitted time and the non-separativeness of
the nations to adjust and solve the Jewish problem.
More I will not say; the symbolic nature of this basic
world problem and its dynamic importance to humanity
have led me thus to enlarge. The decision anent the Jews
is one of hierarchical importance owing to the karmic relation of the Christ to the Jewish race, to the fact that
they repudiated Him as the Messiah and are still doing so,
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nation to enter the field of world service. There must also
be humility and a voiced realization of the divinity in all
men. To these requirements, the so-called initiate of the
Theosophical Society (with the exception of Mrs. Besant)
did not conform. I would not call attention to their prideful demonstration, were it not that the same claims are
being made and the same delusions presented to the public.
The problem of freedom from the limitations of matter
should now he considered and the entire theme be rendered
practical.
There is perhaps an ultimate opinion that it is the
realm of the emotions and the susceptibility to emotional
reactions which constitute the major human limitation-both from the individual angle and also from that of
the national angle. It is everywhere realized that the
demagogue, for instance, who sways public opinion, is
one who also and emphatically plays on human emotions
as well as upon human selfishness. As the race progresses
towards mental expression, this distorting influence will
become increasingly less important, and once the masses
(composed of the millions of so-called "men in the street")
begin definitely to think, the power of the demagogic
approach will have disappeared. The major battle in the
world today is that of the freedom of the average citizen
to think for himself and to come to his own decisions and
conclusions. It is here that the major quarrel between the
Great White Lodge and the Black Lodge is to be found.
It is a battle in which humanity itself is the decisive factor,
and for this reason the Black Lodge is working through
the group which is controlling the destiny of Russia and
also through the Zionist movement. The leaders of the
U.S.S.R. are working intelligently and potently against
human freedom and particularly against freedom of thought.
Communism per se has no such objective; it is the totalitarian policies of the national rulers which are so disastrous, plus their ambition and their hatred of true freedom.
Zionism today stands for aggression and for the use of force,
and the keynote is permission to take what you want ir-
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respective of other people or of their inalienable rights.
These points of view are against the position of the spiritual
leaders of humanity, and therefore the leaders of the Zionist movement, and the group of men who direct and control
the policies of Russia, are against the policies of the spiritual
Hierarchy and are contrary to the lasting good of mankind.
The freedom of the human spirit, the freedom to
think, govern and worship as innate, instinctual human
desire may dictate, under the influence of the evolutionary process, the liberty to decide on the required form
of government or of religion--these are the rightful prerogatives of mankind. Any group of men or any form of
government which fails to recognize this inherent right
runs counter to the principle which governs the Great
White Lodge. The menace to world freedom today lies in
the known policies of the rulers of the U.S.S.R. and in the
devious and lying machinations of the Zionists. In neither
group is there any true spiritual potency, and both are
doomed to failure even though they may succeed from the
angle of material gain; from the spiritual angle, they are
doomed. The leaders of the Russian enterprise against the
freedom of the individual are doomed, because inherently
man is free and fundamentally divine, and it is assured
(from the long range vision) that masses of men in Russia
and in the communistically inclined "satellite states" will
inevitably react divinely and potently. The true communistic
platform is sound; it is brotherhood in action and it does
not--in it original platform--run counter to the spirit
of Christ. The imposition of intellectual and formal communism by a group of ambitious and sometimes evil men
is not sound; it does not adhere to the true communistic
platform, but is based on personal ambitions, love of power
and on interpretations of the writings of Lenin and Marx
which are also personal and run counter to the meaning
of these two men, just as the theologians of the Church
interpret the words of Christ in a fashion which has no
relation to His original intention. The rulers of Russia are
not truly working for the good of the people, any more
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1. The Crisis of the Ideologies
Men are today confronted with conflicting and antagonistic ideologies or schools of thought and automatically
--according to their background, tradition, training and
place of birth--they regard some one of these ideas as true
and all the others as false and wrong. They are apt to
forget that according to the locale of birth, the national
mode of schooling and the nature of the national propaganda, so will be the chosen ideology or the imposed
ideology. Very few people are free agents, even in the
democracies. A man born in Central Russia, for instance,
knows nothing but Communism; he cannot imagine another
suitable form of government; again, a man born in the
United States or in Great Britain boasts and is pleased that
he was born in a democracy, but the accident of birth accounts largely for his attitude. Men need to remember
these things and not blame each other for the place in
which they are born! We have, therefore, ideologies and
their opponents, great schools of thought and modes of
government, confronted by organized opposition. One basic
premise can be laid down: The platform of the leading
ideologies is not necessarily wrong or wicked; it is the
imposition by force and by a police state of an ideology,
and its use by powerful men or groups for their own benefit,
plus the keeping of the people in blind ignorance so that
no free choice is theirs--which is fundamentally wicked and
evil.
We have, for instance, the great crisis in the world
today presented by the conflict between Communism and
the democratic point of view. I mention this first because
it is the one which is occupying a prominent position in
the eyes of all men everywhere. This presents a dominant
spiritual opportunity. The democratic attitude, dedicated
as it claims to be to human freedom (however little of that
freedom is yet truly attained) is--because of that freedom
factor--sponsored today by the Hierarchy. Communism
being an imposed ideology, forced on the people by totalitarian authority, is regarded as evil. It is not the com-
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their greatest need, to point the way to resurrection and
the revelation which will inevitably follow, man's renunciation of the material values.
The prevalent spirit of expectancy and of a truly divine
discontent are the guarantees that this second spiritual
event is a real factor in our time. Many factors contribute
to this awakening. In most countries, through the radio,
through the newspapers, through books, magazines and
travel, through lectures and forums and simplified human
intercourse (to which the automobile and the airplane have
greatly contributed) men everywhere are free to know and
to understand. This is, of course, not true of those countries
where the freedom of the human spirit is attacked. There
are two ways which that freedom of choice can be infringed: First, as in Russia, by keeping the citizenry in
ignorance of world affairs, and secondly, by giving them
biased news and misinformation, or a garbled or distorted
slant on world affairs, as is the case in most other countries,
particularly in the United States. An instance of this can be
seen in the fact that the Arabs never got a true hearing in
the American newspapers or on the radio; the American
people were "pressured" (I think that that is the word
you use) into an acceptance of the Zionist position--the
motive being oil and mineral riches.
But the mentality of man is daily developing and his
ability to grasp world affairs is growing. That is one of
the greatest of spiritual events and is the foundational fact
which makes the life of the soul and the growth of intuitive perception possible on a large scale. This is a byproduct of the clash of the ideologies, but is the true and
beautiful result of the universal educational system which-faulty though it may be and is--has made it possible for
all men to read, to write and to communicate with each
other.
3. The Growth of Goodwill and the Revelation of Cleavages
The result of the world war, of disease, famine and
pain, has developed a spirit of community in suffering and
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in deprivation; this has led to a consequent understanding
participation in human difficulties everywhere which is
rapidly changing into a spirit of world goodwill.
This worldwide goodwill, when truly established and
correctly organized, is the needed preliminary to revelation, for this coming revelation will be a planetary revelation,
shared by all men everywhere. Unitedly all men realize, even
today, the need to rise out of the prison of self-interest into
the freedom of shared opportunity, and the factor which
will bring about this resurrection is goodwill.
One interesting aspect of goodwill is that, as it develops
in the human consciousness, it first of all brings a revelation of the existent cleavages which distinguish the political,
the religious, the social and the economic life of people
everywhere. The revelation of a cleavage is ever accompanied (for such is the beauty of the human spirit) by efforts
along all possible lines to bridge or heal the cleavage. This
is testified to by the thousands of groups and organizations
working to end cleavages and to pull down the barriers to
right human relationships. That these efforts may be faulty
and fruitless is often of less importance than the fact that
the attempts to heal, to help and to establish right human
relations are everywhere being made. Modern psychology
is an evidence of this, dealing as it does with the problem
of the integration of the human being and the healing of
the cleavages of his nature. One of the first things to be
done is to educate the individual in the necessity to have
goodwill not only to his fellowmen but also to himself. The
emphasis of medieval Christianity upon weakness, wickedness and the innate sinfulness of the human being has
today to be offset by a true appreciation of divinity in
human form.
It is not possible to list the cleavages which represent
men's failure to establish and hold good and decent relationships with their fellowmen; there are today cleavages
between man and man, between group and group, and also
between religions and between nations. The terminology
which will express good relations, instead of these, already
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exists. Union, United, League, Federation, Commonwealth,
Right Understanding, Kindness, Human Welfare and many
similar terms; they mean, as yet, but little. Some day, however, they will stand for certain substantial realities, but
that day is not immediate. The concept of easier, unified and
happy relations is nevertheless existent in the minds of many
thousands everywhere, and the factual reality will materialize
some day.
The first step is the wholesome recognition that cleavages exist; it is here that goodwill can do its most useful
and necessary work. I do not intend here to stress the
nature of that work or state how it should be carried forward. That I have done already many times. It is the
cultivation of a spiritual attitude that is needed and the
dedication, at all times, and in every possible way, to the
will-to-good. The majority of the existent cleavages are
now recognized; the delay comes in the task of bridging
them and also in shouldering responsibility. Many nations,
and especially the U.S.S R. and the U.S.A., are prompt to
adjudicate blame, to point out errors and to advise other
nations what is wrong and how to put it right. They both
need to clean house themselves and attend to the righting
of the wrongs within their own borders. The same is true
of all nations, but the others are not so openly engaged in
telling other peoples what they should do. Why, for instance, should the U.S.A. deal with the problem of the
Indonesian strife and seek to force the Dutch to do what
Americans feel should be done, and (at the same time) give
not constitutional aid to the just cause of the Negro minority within the States? Why accuse other nations of constant wrong doing, as does Russia, and of breaking treaties,
when Russia fails on all points to keep her word or to
cooperate in righting world affairs?
The task which the Hierarchy wishes to see accomplished at this time is the spread of goodwill; each
person, community and nation should begin with a diagnosis of their own attitude towards goodwill and then set
an example by eliminating cleavages in the home, the busi-

